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The internet and information & communication technology (ICT) is ubiquitous now and after the digital India initiative 
taken by Government of India, the governance through electronics medium like ICTs is becoming popular day by day. 
To support e-governance the National e-Governance plan (NeGP) was approved by Government of India in the month 

of May, 2006. The sole objective was the socio-economic inclusion of rural citizens and various government bodies. For the successful operation 
of e-governance a multilevel hierarchy is established with defined roles and responsibilities. The NeGP has completed 10years of implementation 
still a rural dominated, citizen centric and huge democratic country like India has yet to see the real e-governance. At every panchayat some 
common service centers (CSC) or “Jana Seva Kendra” (one CSC for 5-6 villages as per NeGP) in Odisha is to be established. These CSCs are to be run 
by local entrepreneurs commonly known as Village Level Entrepreneur (VLE) in a Public Private Partnership (PPP) mode. But the real picture is far 
from the reality and it is worst in remote and tribal districts of Odisha, Hence the objective of the study is to find out various issues and challenges 
at the ground level i.e., the difficulties faced by VLEs and some measures to improve the scenario and the case study is on the Rayagada district 
where 72% tribal citizens out of out of total population 84.82% are rural households (Census, 2011).

ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS : ICT , NeGP, CSC , VLE , SDA , CSC-SPV , PPP

INTRODUCTION 
Governance has been defined to refer to structures and processes 
that are designed to ensure accountability, transparency, responsive-
ness, rule of law, stability, equity & inclusiveness, empowerment and 
broad based participation (UNESCO). E-governance means to achieve 
the above with the help of information and communication technol-
ogy (ICT). India being a developing country has adopted the e-Gov-
ernance after the National e-Governance plan (NeGP) which was 
approved in May 2006. The basic objective of NeGP was to establish 
the relationship between good governance and development of ru-
ral people. E-governance also improves the interaction between gov-
ernment and citizens and to increase the administrative effectiveness 
and efficiency in the internal government operations. Further, it is the 
application of information technology to the Government process-
es to bring Simple, Moral, Accountable, Responsive, and Transparent 
(SMART) governance (Ministry of Information Technology, 2001). The 
strategic objective of e-governance is to support and simplify gov-
ernance for e-governance community comprised of citizens, civil so-
ciety organizations, private companies, government law makers, and 
regulators on networks (Tapscott and Agnew, 1999). e-Governance 
provides up-to-date information from the government databases in a 
real time mode. In addition to better and fast monitoring of govern-
ment tasks, e-governance generates more revenue through online 
delivery of services. E-Governance simply harnesses the power of ICT 
to provide better quality and tailored service to citizens. The govern-
ment taken a three pronged approach for effective implementation of 
National e-governance plan to enable anytime anywhere delivery of 
government services( Sahoo, D. (2016)

The CSC Scheme, as approved by the Government of India, envisions 
CSCs as the front-end delivery points for Government, private and so-
cial sector services to rural citizens of India, in an integrated manner. 
The objective is to develop a platform that can enable Government, 
private and social sector organizations to align their social and com-
mercial goals for the benefit of the rural population in the remotest 
corners of the country through a combination of IT-based as well as 
non-IT-based services. 

Thus, the CSCs cannot be seen as mere service delivery points in rural 
India. The CSC is positioned as a Change Agent - that would promote 
rural entrepreneurship, build rural capacities and livelihoods, enable 
community participation and collective action for social change - 
through a bottom-up model with focus on the rural citizen. 

Undertaking such a mammoth task calls for active participation and 
close interaction amongst various stakeholders such as State Gov-
ernments, local bodies, opinion makers and agencies/ institutions 

involved or having interest, commercial or otherwise, in rural areas/ 
markets. Under the CSC Scheme, a Public Private Partnership (PPP) 
model has been proposed for undertaking this challenging task and 
addressing the related issues in the most effective way. 

The VLE is the key to the success of the CSC operations. While con-
tent and services are important, it is the VLE’s entrepreneurial ability 
that would ensure CSC sustainability. A good VLE is expected to have 
some financial strength, entrepreneurial ability, strong social commit-
ment as well as respect within the community. The quality of service 
at the CSCs would depend a great deal on the quality of VLEs. Selec-
tion and proper training of the VLE, therefore would play a vital role in 
making the CSC Scheme a success. 

Objectives of the present study
•	 The objectives of the study were to examine & identify various 

issues and challenges faced by the VLEs of the Rayagada Dis-
trict.

•	 To examine whether the CSC project succeeded in achieving the 
socio-economic development of VLEs IN Rayagada District

•	 To find out whether CSCs  were economically viable to ensure 
sustainability to deliver the intended services to citizens and

•	 To ensure the contents developed were useful, adequate and 
were effectively delivered to the citizens.

 
Methodology:
The study makes use of both primary and secondary data. The prima-
ry data for the study were collected from both the Jana Seva Kendra 
users and the village level entrepreneurs (VLEs). For selecting the us-
ers for this pilot study we consider only few CSCs of Gunupur Block, 
primarily for the reason of its success rate i.e. 130%. We have selected 
randomly 30% of the CSCs at Gunupur i.e. 8 centers out of 28. Inter-
view was the main source of collecting the primary data from both 
the CSC users and the VLEs. The secondary data is collected from the 
sources like OCAC (the SDA) and data from BASIX (the SCA for Rayaga-
da) and various published and unpublished reports as well.

Our Findings:
Our study finds several challenges before successful working of 
e-governance in Odisha and especially in the tribal dominated district 
Rayagada.

While on one hand, the state government permitted private parties 
(VLEs) to establish and operate Jana Seva Kendra across the state, it is 
found, most of these centres who are managing lack adequate knowl-
edge about the services provided by the district, state or central ad-
ministration, and its application. 
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Abstract
The present article examines the role of Internal Communication in stimulating the individual employee outcomes and
Organizational outcomes in the era of Globalization. The study investigates the relationship between Internal communication and
Organizational competitiveness. A sample of 150 respondents from Retail Industry in Visakhapatnam consisting of various
Departments viz Logistics and Supply chain Management, Information systems, Accounting and Human Resource management
are taken as respondents. A Hypothesis is formulated to examine the relationship between constructs of Internal communication
and Organizational competitiveness. Exploratory Factor Analysis is conducted and Varimax Rotation is applied for all the items of
variables. The statistical results conclude that Internal Communication plays a significant role in enhancing Organizational
competitiveness.
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Exploratory Study on Public Utility Services to 
Citizens, Through Common Service Centers, Is 
an Effective E-Governance Tool, With Special 

Reference to Rayagada District of Odisha 
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Abstract: The advancement of technologies like internet and other web facilities have improved the interaction of 

citizens with the government. The Government of India has taken the initiative of reaching out people and 

provides all services to the citizens at his / her own locality and ensures the Governance through ICT (Information 

Communication Technology) and hence it is called as electronics governance or e-Governance. To provide various 

services the Common Service Centres (CSCs) or in Odisha it is popularly known as “Jana Sava Kendra” is opened 
in a PPP (Public Private Partnership) mode. Now CSCs are playing a vital role for rural development through 

providing various services in the rural areas which were not available before implementing e-Governance. Because 

of e-Governance the rural population easily accesses several services in CSCs nearest to their locality. The services 

i.e. G2C (Government to Consumer), B2C (Business to Consumer) and B2B (Business to Business) are successfully 

provided by Common Service Centres in India which are run by Village Level Entrepreneurs (VLEs). Along with 

many services there are various public utility services are also provided by the CSCs and making the CSCs, an 

effective e-Governance tool. So to closely understand, that how the public utility services rendered by CSCs is 

beneficial to the general public, the current exploratory study is initiated in the Rayagada district of Odisha. This 

study will help me to have one in-depth study (Rayagada District) on the above subject to know how CSCs are 

playing the role of rendering various Government and business services to common people in their locality and 

making the e-Governance initiatives successful.    

Keywords: CSCs, E-governance, NeGP, Public Utility Services, VLEs, SCAs, SDC, G2C, B2C, B2B. 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

The Common Service Centre (CSC) is one of the mission mode projects under the Digital India initiative of the 

government’s e-Governance program under Department of Electronics & IT (DeitY), Ministry of Communications and IT 

[1] CSCs have played a significant role in offering numerous e-Governance services to make it easy for people to benefit 

from    e-Governance.    The CSC’s endeavour is to lead to digital and financial inclusion in the country. [2]CSCs are the 

access points for delivery of essential public utility services, social welfare schemes, healthcare, financial, education and 

agriculture services, apart from host of B2C services to citizens in rural and remote areas of the country. [3]CSC functions 

as change agents, promoting rural entrepreneurship and becoming the connecting point between the people and 

government. These centres enable people to participate actively in government welfare programs and reap their benefits. 

The CSCs come under the purview of CSC e-Governance Services India Limited, a Special Purpose Vehicle (CSC SPV) 

incorporated in the year 2006  by the Government of India under the Companies Act, 1956. Then based on the assessment 

of CSC scheme, the Government launched the CSC 2.0 scheme in 2015 to expand the outreach of CSCs to all Gram 

Panchayats (GPs) across the country. Under CSC 2.0 scheme, at least one CSC will be set up in each of the 2.5 lakh GPs 

across the country by 2019. CSCs functioning under the existing scheme will also be strengthened and integrated with 

additional 1.5 lakh CSCs across the country. 
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Abstract 

In India, e-governance has come to effect since 2006 after the National e-governance 

projects (NeGP) established by Department of Electronics and Information Technology 

(DeitY). Under NeGP many Mission Mode Projects (MMPs) had started out of which, the 

Common Service Centers(CSC) Scheme is one of the important MMPs, for rural village 

level entrepreneurs(VLEs) and citizens at large. For an improved delivery system for public 

services in an efficient way, e-Governance is the useful tool and which helps in reducing the 

digital divide too. Different government sector & public sector agencies have taken lot of 

steps to popularize the CSC scheme in rural India for the benefits of citizens, who can get 

the services delivered at door step. The objectives behind such scheme are to make the 

government more accessible, effective, accountable and efficient to its citizens. To achieve 

optimum benefits out of various e-governance services, some citizen oriented approaches 

has to be adopted for better delivery of services is highly essential. Despite all initiatives by 

various agencies to make the CSC project popular for government service delivery there are 

many challenges are exists to satisfy the needs of the citizens. The objective of this research 

paper is, to find out and focus on the challenges in developing citizen centric e-governance 

centers through CSCs at Rayagada district of Odisha. 

 

Keywords; e-governance, Common Service Centers, VLEs. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Rayagada district of Odisha is a tribal 

dominating district with a male literacy rate of 

61.04% and female literacy rate of 

39.19%(www.censusindia.co.in) and average of 

49.76% (Census 2011, www.rayagada.nic.in). As 

per the NeGP the district should have 445 rolled out 

CSCs (as total sanctioned) but till the end of 2018 

only 195 CSCs are rolled out in the district which is 

only 43% of the total sanctioned CSCs. This 

information and communication technology (ICT) 

enabled centers are operated in citizen’s accessible 

zone by VLEs in a public private partnership (PPP) 

mode to provide various government services. The 

objectives behind this CSC scheme are to make the 

government more accessible, effective, accountable 

and efficient to its citizens. The various 

governments like union government , different state 

governments, PSUs and other agencies are putting 

continues effort to make the program successful , so 

that the citizens at large must get all benefits , but 

despite that there are many challenges in developing 

citizen centric e-governance. So the researcher’s 
objective here is to focus more on the issues or 

challenges faced by the citizens. 

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

Through this study the researcher is trying to test 

two of the research objectives and they are as 

follows 1.To find out the influence of CSCs in rural 

area for e-governance services and 2. To understand 
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Abstract 

The common service center popularly known as “Jana Seva Kendra” in Odisha is the 
authorized service provider of all e-Governance services in rural and urban India. The CSCs 

are operated in “PPP” mode, in India. The rural entrepreneurs who are the owner of these 
CSCs are known as Village Level Entrepreneurs (VLE). The Government of India and State 

Government are extending their services (G2C) and other business houses (B2C) to citizens 

through this information and communication technology (ICT) enabled e-Kiosks. The VLEs 

are also earning their livelihood by rendering the services to the rural citizens at an affordable 

price at a very close proximity. Even though the Government is working hard to provide 

these services to the citizens through the CSCs which are operated by VLEs, there are 

various challenges still exists. This study was conducted at Rayagada district of Odisha, 

where the researchers have tried to reach out 55 VLEs of 11 blocks of Rayagada. The 

primary data were collected through questionnaire and one to one interaction with the VLEs 

and this study reveals some insights about the various challenges faced by VLEs to operate 

the CSCs. In our final study report we will also suggest some solutions to the challenges 

faced by the VLEs to operate the CSCs. 

Keywords: CSC, e-Governance, PPP, VLE. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This article is basically focusing, the various 

e-Governance services provided to the citizens 

through common service centers (CSCs), which are 

operated by private partners called as Village Level 

Entrepreneurs (VLEs) in PPP mode.  A “public 

private partnership (PPP) is a cooperative 

arrangement between two or more public and private 

sectors, typically of a long-term nature in a Public 

Private Partnership  mode” (Hodge, G. A and Greve, 

C., 2007). The Central and State government 

agencies are the public and the VLEs are the private 

partners here to provide the digital services to 

citizens through CSCs. In these ICT enabled projects 

the way of reaching out to rural citizens has been 

through tele centers (R.Heeks, 2008) named as “Jana 

Seva Kendra” in Odisha , to provide shared public 

access through VLEs the CSC operators ,by using 

ICT via computers and Internet. In various 

Government setups, there is lack of qualified 

manpower and motive to provide faster solutions to 

the citizens, on the other hand the private setup puts 

in efforts and resources to provide the solutions faster 

and in an innovative way. The citizens are also in 

demand of quality and faster services near to their 

doorsteps and hence the increasing demand of 

opening of CSCs in PPP mode. 

In this study the researcher, conducted a survey 

amongst the VLEs of Rayagada district of Odisha. 

Rayagada district has 11 blocks and 195 rolled out 

CSCs till the end of 2018. We considered including 5 

CSCs per block as sample, but the block like 

Chandrapur has only 2 CSCs so we took 6 each from 

Gunupur, Bisamcuttack and Rayagada blocks instead 

of 5. All together, 55 CSCs were participated in the 

survey. 

The research questions we focused here in this 

paper are (1).To find out the influence of Common 

Service Centers in rural area for e-Governance and 

(2). To know the challenges faced by VLEs to 

operate the CSC. Of course to understand the 

acceptance of ICT by citizens of Rayagada, to avail 

e-Governance services is another objective of our 

study but we have not focused on that research 
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ABSTRACT 

“Don’t react, but respond”

The world is struggling with modern horrors such as COVID-19, which 
has left the planet confused and brought the whole universe to a halt. 
This deadly virus, which is declared as pandemic by the World Health 

Organization (WHO), has taken in its grip nearly 210 countries. As our 
new Calendar year begins, the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) has infected 
more than 14.3 million people in more than 210 nations and territories, 
resulting in 6,02,000 deaths-impacting lifestyles, businesses, economies, 
and the assumption of common well-being that many of us have taken for 
granted. Though countries and businesses are struggling to understand 

the scope of this pandemic, there is no surprise that we are experiencing 
a deliberate change in living standards of the people. 

The main aim of this paper is to figure out how the business today might 
turn towards which side of the globe. Taking advantages of these would 
probably help to navigate the economically and socially viable route to 

the better normal.

• Transition to Localisation 
• Digital gains a significant push
• E-Learning platform 
• Work from Home mechanism 
• Switch to variable cost models

• Develop resources for sensing and managing towers 
• Resilience in supply chain is vital 

The crisis in short, is a story with unpredictable ending. However, what 

is clear is COVID-19 has established new challenges to the business envi-
ronment which call for a measured, practical and informal approach from 
political and business tycoons. There is presently a little clarity as to how 
long the pandemic will last, and what its effect on the economy will be in 
the near future. The industries will certainly be impacted by this “black 
swan” event.

Keywords: COVID-19, Localisation, Digital gains & Supply Chain.
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A CASE STUDY ON FINANCIAL AND NON-FINANCIAL DECISION
MAKING ROLE OF PAUDI BHUYAN AND JUANGA JANAJATI WOMEN IN

KEONJHAR DISTRICT OF  ODISHA

* Dr. Nabaghan Mallick
** Dr. Sathya Swaroop Debasish

ABSTRACT

The present study examines the decision making role of tribal women and to find out the impact of their
socio-economic status on their financial and non-financial decision making roles. The major findings
state that the tribal women enjoy autonomy at their household level, especially in social aspects and
enjoy equal rights along with their husbands in economic matters but their community participation is
passive and autonomy level is very low. The major reason behind this is low literacy rate and unemployment.
The development of tribal community cannot be accelerated without women participation. Therefore the
government should focus on developing the literacy rate among the tribal women which would facilitate
their economic upliftment. This would surely result in their qualitative participation and decision making
among all aspects of their living.

INTRODUCTION

The socio-economic status of women particularly tribal women was very much low in Indian society.
Certain factors like Lack of education, early marriage, non existence of employment opportunities, absence of
absolute property rights were considered as main reason of inequality of sex in the socio-economic field. The
assumption of superiority of males has built up the ideas of male dominance and female dependence. Most of
the major decision making roles are thus in the domain of males in most cases. Women movement internationally
has gained lot of attention and various plans and policies are implemented by both government and non-
governmental institutions. Women are capable and have great potential but still then it is seen that the objectives
to empower women has not been achieved. It also stated that various indicators were contributing to the status
of the women, i.e. decision making role, control over resources, income and literacy being the prominent ones.
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A Study On Socio – Economic Condition of

Unorganized Women Agricultural Labourer &
Planning For Their Development Specially In

Bhadrak District of Odisha, India

Dr . Nabaghan Mallick, Dr. Sathya Swaroop Debasish and Dr. Artta Bandhu Jena

ABSTRACT

The present study examined and found out that the women agricultural workers are facing a lot of

difficulties due to lack of financial and educational support as per the needs of the hour. The government

could provide financial empowerment and educational development to agricultural women workers

for gainful economical, social and educational requirement. The government policies for women in

rural areas are not properly functioning due to lack of proper supervision at various levels of the

government administrations. The discussion and participation of women are required for different policies

for women. In the analysis, it was observed that the plenty of opportunities are available for women in

the Bhadrak District of Odisha but there are not properly utilized. It requires to provide the free quality

and technical education, trade skills, training, vocational education guidance, support services, financial

credit facility at low rate of interest at village/panchayat level through social awareness camp. Proper

infrastructure facility may be extended and be trained mechanism for proper supervision of utilization

of subsidized funds provided to them as well as evaluation of the progress be emphasized, so that, they

may draw the benefit and development of women can be achieved.

Keywords: Marginal worker, Agricultural worker, Unorganized sector, National commission,

Harvesting.

Introduction

Women constitute nearly about 50% of the total population of the country. Primarily, they do all

house works, take care of children, rear the animals, collect fire wood, fuel and water for the house. But

in spite of that, like men, they also participate in the field of production may it be agriculture, industry

or trade every where they participate equally with men. The domestic work of women is unpaid which
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crude oil price volatility and stock
indices movement using wavelet
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and China
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Abstract

Purpose – This study aims to explore the linkage between fluctuations in the global crude oil price and
equitymarket in fast emerging economies of India and China.

Design/methodology/approach – The present research uses wavelet decomposition and maximal
overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT), which decompose the time series into various
frequencies of short, medium and long-term nature. The paper further uses continuous and cross
wavelet transform to analyze the variance among the variables and wavelet coherence analysis and
wavelet-based Granger causality analysis to examine the direction of causality between the
variables.

Findings – The continuous wavelet transform indicates strong variance in WTIR (return series of West
Texas Instrument crude oil price) in short, medium and long run at various time periods. The variance in CNX
Nifty is observed in the short and medium run at various time periods. The Chinese stock index, i.e. SCIR,
experiences very little variance in short run and significant variance in the long and medium run. The
causality between the changes in crude oil price and CNX Nifty is insignificant and there exists a bi-
directional causality between global crude oil price fluctuations and the Chinese equitymarket.

Originality/value – To the best of the authors’ knowledge, very limited work has been done where
the researchers have analyzed the linkage between the equity market and crude oil price fluctuations
under the framework of discrete wavelet transform, which overlooks the bottleneck of non-stationarity
nature of the time series. To bridge this gap, the present research uses wavelet decomposition and
MODWT, which decompose the time series into various frequencies of short, medium and long-term
nature.

Keywords MODWT, Crude oil price, CNX Nifty, Continuous wavelet transform,

Shanghai Composite Index, Wavelet-based Granger causality analysis
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ABSTRACT

The customers have several options to carry out 
their banking transactions. They can either go to 
branch to carry out their transactions, use their 
ATM debit card, use their credit card or internet 
banking, mobile banking etc. This study aimed 
to study the impact of demographic variables 
of the customers on their choice of different 
modes of banking transactions and also their 
preferred mode of transaction. For this purpose 
a questionnaire was developed and distributed to 
400 customers from private banks in Cuttack, 
Bhubaneswar and Rourkela out of which 291 
were completed and returned yielding a response 
rate of 72.8%. In this research the impact of 
four demographic variables was studied, they are 
gender, age, occupation and income. The modes 
of banking transactions which were selected 
in this study are branch, ATM card, credit 
card, internet banking and mobile banking. 
The responses obtained were analysed using 
t-test and one way ANOVA. In this study it is 
observed that in case of demographic variable 

‘gender’ it was only in case of usage of credit 
card for bank transaction where there is no 
significant difference regarding the opinions of 
male and female respondents. In the case of the 
demographic variable ‘occupation’ it was only 
in case of ATM card transactions, there is no 
significant difference regarding the opinions 
of the respondents from various occupational 
backgrounds. ATM was found to be the most 
preferred mode of banking transaction by 
the respondents so the intervention of bank 
employees are required so that the transaction 
through other modes like internet banking, 
credit card and mobile banking could be 
increased.

Keywords: Demographic variables, Banking 
transactions, t-test, One way ANOVA, ATM

INTRODUCTIONS

The banking and financial services sector is in 
a position today to benefit most by leveraging 
technology and is a sector that has absorbed 
the technology to a great extent. Now-a-days 

IMPACT OF DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES ON THE 

CUSTOMERS’ CHOICE OF DIFFERENT MODES OF 

BANKING TRANSACTIONS IN ODISHA
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Abstract: The prime objective of  the human being in their household is to
achieve financial well-being, because well-being is related to its mental
satisfaction. In this analysis, various variables influencing a related financial
well-being model of  the family are identified and examined. An online survey
is conducted to study the financial behaviour, subjective well-being, self-control,
trust and demographic variables. Our experiments extend the use of  behavioural
life cycle theory to achieve general financial benefits in addition to savings
behaviour. The study findings suggest that socioeconomic well-being has
substantial impact on finance, financial knowledge, financial status, and marital
status. Financial intervention profoundly impacts the consequences of  financial-
literacy, financial-behaviour and enforcement of  financial-welfare. Marital status
also increases the financial well-being effect on financial literacy but does not
improve financial well-being. Individuals with high self-control are more likely
to save money from each quest and improve their overall financial performance
and investments.

1. Introduction
The impact of  psychological factors on financial behavior is an increasingly popular topic for researchers
around the world. Their focus, however, is shifting from financial capability to financial well-being.
There are many in-depth studies on the impact of  psychological factors on financial behavior and on
antecedents of  financial well-being. The majority of  research focuses on perceptual variables that
influence financial behavior, with little attention paid to non-cognitive components such as self-control,
obligations, and social values (Lusardi, 2008).

A critical question which needs utmost attention is financial welfare. Progress in improving financial
well-being will lead to poverty reduction. For a developing country such as India, which is striving to
alleviate poverty, this analysis of  financial welfare is becoming increasingly relevant. The World Bank
report shows that the marginal decline in 2018 also falls below the poverty line of  25.9 million or 9.8%
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this research is to investigate the 

factors affecting customer retention in the 

sector of health insurance. Five factors were 

taken in this research based on past studies 

in insurance sector; they are Insurance plans, 

Premiums, Services delivered, Employee 

Empathy and Reliability. At the beginning, 

T-test was conducted and according to the 

results obtained all the five factors mentioned 

were found to be significant. Then in order to 

cross verify the results obtained from T-test, 

multiple regressions was conducted taking 

Customer Retention as the dependent variable 

and the other five factors; Insurance plans, 

Premiums, Services delivered, Employee 

Empathy and Reliability as the independent 

variables. In multiple regression analysis, 

all the factors were found significant except 

Employee Empathy which was found to be 

of no significance. According to the results 

obtained in multiple regression analysis the 

null hypothesis which stated that “Employee 

Empathy has no role to play in Customer 

Retention” was accepted where as the other null 

hypotheses were rejected. So, in this study the 
Insurance plans, Premiums, Services delivered 
and Reliability emerged as the factors that affect 
the customer retention in health insurance 

sector.

Keywords: Customer Retention, Health 
insurance, insurance plans, Premiums, Services 
delivered, Employee Empathy, Reliability, 
T-test, multiple regression.

INTRODUCTION

The health insurance industry is dynamic and 
needs to react profoundly to the consistently 
changing worldwide condition. Post liberalization 
with the passage of new players the business has 
gotten serious. Consequently, it is basic for the 
health insurance industries to obtain new clients 
and hold the current ones. Holding clients not 
just makes the insurance agency beneficial; it 
makes a difference counterbalance new client 
enlistment promoting and marketing costs. The 
health insurance industry is dynamic and needs 
to react profoundly to the consistently changing 
worldwide condition. Post progression with the 
passage of new players the business has gotten 
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ABSTRACT 

A number of studies have been made to explore the link between human resource (HR) practices and organizational 

performance and it has been shown that the two are positively related. However, most of the studies have been made outside 

India. Only a few have been conducted in the Indian context. And moreover, HR systems in India are ever-changing. Hence, this 

paper attempts to study the impact of three important HR practices, namely, training, compensation and promotion practices on 

perceived organizational performance in India to fill this gap. An analysis of responses of employees of the organizational under 

study indicates that there is a significantly positive relationship between these three HR practices and perfomance. A value of 

0.406 for Rfor the best predicted modei supports the dependency relationship between organizational performance and the 

three HR practices. Compensation practices, in particular, are tound to be of the highest importance. 

Keywords: HR Practices, Organizational Performance, Empirical, Case Study 

1. INTRODUCTION 
To compete successfully in a fast-changing business 

Cnvironment, an organization must have competitive 
advantage over others through better pertormance and 
human resouree systems are thought to be a potential 
source of this conmpetitive advantage. While technokogy, 

perform and create the required competitive advantage 
and it is not always casy for rival organizations to 
replicate because of the individual uniqueness and 
diversity of human resources of the organizations in 

qucstion 
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AN ANALYSIS ON EFFECTS OF DEMONETIZATION ON COOPERATIVE BANKS 
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ABSTRACT 

This research paper focuses on the effect of demonetization on Banking Industry. We have taken the consideratlon of 

Cooperative Banks across the country after demonetization. De monetization ha generations' memorable experlenee and is golng 

to be one of the economic events of our time. Its impact is felt by every Indian cltlzen. Banks work as sa lifeline for any economy; 

ny positive or negative effect over them also affects economy of the country to a great extent. Hence, it becomes Important to know 

how recent demonetization will affect the banking ind ustry. This study focuses that demonetlzation is good but it has to be taken 

into consideration thst most of the black money is kept in the form of land, buildings or gold or kept abroad. Only 4% of the total 

amount of black money is in cash, on which tases are not being paid. Out of this, a lot of money ls in circulatlon in everyday 

transaction. With move to demonetize Rs.00 and Rs. 1000 notes by the central government had a strange fall out when 

Cooperative Banks, which are the backbone of the rural economy, have been paralyzed with the ban of accepting the old curreney 

th are no long legal tender now. Cooperative banks have been the trusted centres to bank for millions of farmers and mlddle, 

low-incone people for long. These institutions are known to offer them easier loan and deposit products and hence are the 

favourite institution for the poor. The restriction on the conducet of business after demonetization will have major impacts on these 

banks. 

KEYWORDS: Demonctizatuon, Taxes, Money Circulation, Legal Tender, Financial Health 

Demonetization is the act of stripp1ng a currency 

unit of its status as legal tender It is necessary whenever 

there is a chunge of national currency The old unit of 

"The unbanked and informal cconomy is hard 

hit," explaincd Monishankar Prasad, the New Dclhi-based 

author and editor for Alochonaa, an Australian curTent 

events publication "The poor do not have the access to 
currency must be ret1rcd and replaced with a new 

currency unit. In 2016, the Indian government decided to 

demonctize the 500 and 1000 rupee notes. the two biggest 

structural and cultural resources to adapt to shock doctrin 

denominaton notes. These notes accounted for 86° of 

the country's cash supply. The government' s goal was to 

cradicate counterfet currency, fight tax evason, clim1nate 

black money goten from money launder1ng and terrorist 

cconomics. The poor were taken totally off guard and tte 

bank1ng infrastructure in the surround1ngs is rathe 

Iimited The tech class has poor exposure to critiKai swwial 

theory in order to understand the impact on the gronand 

There is an empathy deficit" 
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ABSTRACT 

Relationship between HR practices and organizational performance is one of the leading themes 
research for quite some time. Though a large number ofresearches have been conducted to investigate 
the relationship. very jew researches have been conducted in India in its dvnamically evohing HRM 

scenario. I is, therefore, desirable that for further research to be conducted. a theoretical review should 
be made as a guideline for future researchers. This paper, therefore. an atempt to present a literuture 

review of the reseurches conducted so Jar in the area and exploring the direction in which future 

research should take place. 

Keywords Hk practices, orgamizanonal erformance. uerare revnew. stem view 

Introduction: HR Practices and Organizational Performanee Link: 

HRM has, of late. emergcd as an essental factor to 
sustainecd 

Tpact of HR practices on tiunm pertomanee has been 

cadng thene ot researeh n the past decades and the 
nstiatnns hy 

compctlive adyantage Prevous 
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Abstract: This paper aims to study the factors affectng adult buy1ng behavsour with reference to mobile phones. The paper is 

based on data collected from Primary and Secondary sorces ANNOVA bas been used to interpret the data from 610 respondents 
from Bhubaneswar and Cuttack, the lead1ng cataes from the statr of Cdrsha, Indha All the cxternal as well as internal factors that 

affect the decision-making process of the consumer have been explacned in detaul The paper also highlights the existing literature 
with respcct to smartphones and theu features Factors that affect the cosumer while mak1ng a smartphone purchase decision 

have been explored as well. The smartphone industry in lndas has been cram1ned with the help of a consumer decision-making 
model which focuses on the consumer decisaon-making process and buyang behav ior for the same. 

I. Introduction 

Imagining just a single day without phone, feels l1ke a fish out of water. It makes people feel restless even if 

they don't have it for some hours. They are obsessed about it. People keep checking their phone even if 

there are no noifications. t gives them a short relief while doing so. Mobile phones have in fact become a 

Isfestyle product. It is being used for a varietyof purposes. 
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ABSTRACT 

This papcr provides a review of literature. All the extemal as well as intemal tactors that atfcet the 

decision-making process of the consuner have been explained in detail. The paper also highi1ghts the 

CxIsting lterature with respcet to snartphones and their features. Factors that atfcet the consumer 

whilc making a smartphone purchase decision have been explored as well. The paper turther toxuses 

on the aspect of brand influcnce and its impotanee on the smartphone ndustry. The smartphone 
ndustry in Inda has been examined with the help ot a consuner deIion-makng moaiel which tocuscs 

on the conumer deeisJDn-making process and buying bchav ior tor the same 
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Quality of Information as Predictors of 
Employer Turnover Intentions: A Study 

of Information Technology Industry 
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Abstract: This paper tries to develop an empirical model for the turnover intentions of employees post-selection 
information technology (1T) industry. Unlike previous studies, the present paper analyzes from the candidates" poir 

of view rather than the employers'. The findings of the study posit that information provided to the candidat 
during/before the selection process in 1T industry impacts post-selection turaover intentions in a big wa. The stu 

investigates the impact of quality of information with reference to its amount, importance, accuraey, depth and sour- 

credibility on post-selection turnover intentions of employees. Findings of the study indicate that these elements do ha 
an influence on turnover intentions post-selection. Organizations, should, therefore, go for a thorough quality check 

the information they provide to the prospective employees to arrest employee turnover, which has been taking a big te 

on human resources of an organization. 

Keywords: Quality of information, prospective employees, post-selection, turnover intentions. 

unover to dissatistaction with various aspeets of the job (E 

et al. 1975; Kraut, 1975: Futrell and Parasuraman, 1 
Forbes cstimates that employce turnover rale n ndan 

Johston et al. 1987), dissatistaction with compensationtFc 
industrial scenario lic in the range of 20 to 30 o and uhis lugure and Steets. 1973: Motowidlo. 1985), mpropcr ang n 
is as large as 50% for the expanding IT industry with a market optimistic way of presentation (Seligman and Schulman. 195 

I. INTRODUCTION 

size of 154 billion USD (NASSCOM) during FY17. As good Perfomance (Futrell and Parasuraman. 1984: Johnston ct 
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A STUDY ON THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN STOCK PRICES AND SOME 

MACROECONOMIC VARIABLES 

Rashmita Sahoo 

Many awademac researcken fnanl ererm and nunry onadysts an practitoners have 
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Abstract: The presence of different anomalies has always been observed by different studies. The valuc and size are considered one 

of those factors that affect the stock returns. The current paper examines the presence of value cffect in the lIndian stock market during 
the last decade. It also examines that whcther asset pricing models (CAPM and three factor models) really explains the returns in the 

Indian stock market. Fama-French three factor model explains the presence of value and size cffcct in the Indian stock market. 

Index Terms: CAPM, Fama-French, Returns, Size, Value 

INTRODUCTION: 

It has been evidenced that asset-pricing examines that stock returns are affected by several factors that include 

market beta, size, value and momentum (Fama & French. 1996). Some new factors such as liquidity, accruals, 
asset growth that can also explain stock returns has also been documented by many researchers (Cooper, Gulen. 

& Schill, 2008; Fama & French, 2008). Banz (1981) is first to document a new factor which is popularly called 

as size effect. Keim (1983) empirically tested that stock returns are negatively related with firm size as big size 

stocks perform better than small size stocks by providing extra risk-adjusted returns. Basu (1977) finds that 

portfolios with low price-to-carning (PE) ratios yield higher risk-adjusted returns than portfolios of high PE 
ratios. Basu's empirical results do not support the efficient market hypotheses as stock returns are inversely 

related with PE ratios. Bhandari (1988) makes revelation that stock returns are positively related with leverage 
(debt ratio of fims). Further. the study shows the evidence for a positive relation of stock returns with leverage 
once heta size an Iana rm 
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Abstract: 
"The problem of Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) is just ike the origin of the global financial 
crisis. The rising case of "Non-Performing Assets urge to keep provisions with respect to 

margin of profit margin and banks market price. Managing Non-Performing Assets ought to be a 
pro-active performance than a reactive response. As management of Non-Performing assets has 
direct relation with all-time low lines of banks, it needs extremely targeted and skilled approach. 
Previously, Non-Performing Asset quality is controlled by banks by the help of Basel norms 
Recently, technology has played the most pivotal role therein because transparency has 
increased while assessing the customer's credibility by the bank before providing the required 
loan. A healthier banking sector is important for any sort of growing economy aiming to target 
growth and sustainability in this competitive world business emvironment. The simplest indicator 
Jor a healthy banking system in a growing economy is the banks increasing scale of "Non- 

Performing Assets (NPAs)". Non-Performing Assets is the foremost mater for banks mainh for 
Asian countries and also all over the planet. It indicates the banks performance and growth of 
the economy. In general, decreasing Non-Performing Assets visualises the apprehension about 

commercial banks has reinforced their credibility process in recent period and extension in Non- 

Ferforming Assets inchudes the required provision that setbacks the banks performance and

profitability. The banking industry of lndia as a whole is facing a heany issue of "Non- 

Performing Assets (NPAs)" generully in public sector undertakings where political influence is 
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Abstract: In democracies, consecutive governments often change the policy of previous 

governments. But there are some established areas where the broad consensus prohibits any 

radical shift. India’s nuclear doctrine is also one such area where successive governments have 

maintained a continuous, conservative approach. During first term of Narendra Modi 

government, there is much speculation about shift in nuclear policy, but a broad based 

consensus demonstrated a continuous validation of nuclear doctrine. The BJP government 

during this period experienced two deadliest attacks namely, Uri attack in 2016 and Pulwama 

attack in 2019. But, the government’s reaction to these attacks differs from the tactical and 

strategic moves undertaken by the previous governments in the past. In this backdrop, the 

present paper seeks to find out whether there really has been a change in India’s current nuclear 

strategy. Although India is self-restrained in its nuclear strategy, it would be interesting to see 

future strategy of the country in this arena. 

Keywords: Nuclear Doctrine, NFU, BJP, Uri attack, Pulwama attack. 

Introduction 

It has been more than two decades since India has become a nuclear power in 1998. In 

democracies, consecutive governments often change the policy of previous governments. But 

there are some established areas where the broad consensus prohibits any radical shift. India’s 

nuclear doctrine is also one such area where successive governments have maintained a 

continuous, conservative approach. There may be a shift in the technical requirement of the 

programme for example the pace of programme usually depends upon the personal character of a 

leader, but overall the nuclear policy has not changed irrespective of whichever party is in power 

whether the Congress or BJP (Sethi, 2017). Even during the first term of Modi government, there 

is much speculation about shift in nuclear policy, but a broad based consensus demonstrated a 

continuous validation of nuclear doctrine.  Compared to other global nuclear powers including 
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North Korea, India’s nuclear weapons are less in number. However, this has helped the country 

to maintain basic minimum credible deterrence while minimizing nuclear escalation risk. Since 

India has maintained secrecy about its nuclear weapons, the ambiguity arising from the 

contradictory statements given by political leaders regarding nuclear policy has made some 

analysts to speculate on it (Jaishankar, 2017). In this backdrop, the present paper seeks to find 

out whether there really has been a change in India’s current nuclear strategy. The analysis has 

been made in two broad sections. First, India’s nuclear doctrine has been examined with 

special reference to BJP Election Manifesto 2014 for Lok Sabha polls and second, 

government response to 2016 Uri attack and 2019 Pulwama attack has been studied. 

India’s Nuclear Doctrine and Modi Government 

 In January 2003, Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS) led by the then Prime Minister 

A.B.Vajpayee outlined an overview of India’s nuclear doctrine. Some of these key tenets are 

“[1] the building and maintenance of a credible minimum deterrent, [2] a posture of ‘no first 

use (NFU)’, nuclear weapons will only be used in retaliation against a nuclear attack on 

Indian territory or on Indian forces anywhere, [3] Nuclear retaliation to a first strike will be 

massive and designed to inflict unacceptable damage, [4] Non-use of nuclear weapons against 

non-nuclear weapon states” (MEA, GoI, 2003, p. 1). But, there was a major change in the 

subsequent years. Shivshankar Menon, the then national security advisor, during a speech in 

2010 dubbed  nuclear doctrine of India as “no first use against non-nuclear weapon states”. It 

means that nuclear weapons may be used first against another nuclear state (Menon, 2010; 

Jaishankar, 2017). However such words were not heard again and it seemed merely a 

momentary signal against India’s opponents. But over the last few years, there has been a 

speculation that the Modi Government may reconsider nuclear doctrine and strategy. A few 

incidents gave rise to that speculation (Jaishankar, 2017).  

First, the BJP Election manifesto 2014 for Lok Sabha polls, pointed out that party would like 

to “study in detail India’s nuclear doctrine, and revise and update it, to make it relevant to 

challenges of current times [and] Maintain a credible minimum deterrent that is in tune wi th 

changing geostatic realities” (BJP Election Manifesto 2014, 2014, p. 39). The use of words 

like revision and upgrading of nuclear doctrine in the Election Manifesto have led some 

analysts to conclude that India is likely to abandon the policy of ‘no first use’ (Miglani & 
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Chalmers, 2014). However the doubt was soon cleared. Narendra Modi who, BJP’s Prime 

Ministerial candidate at that time, stated in an interview that “no first use is a very good 

initiative of [Vajpayee] and there is no compromise on this. We are very clear on this” 

(NewsX, 2014; Jaishankar, 2017). But another speculation also aroused when India’s former 

Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar, sparked controversy by stating that, “Why lot of people 

say that India has ‘no first use’ policy, Why should I bind myself to a… I should say I am a 

responsible nuclear power and I will not use it irresponsibly. This is my thinking. Some of 

them may immediately tomorrow flash that Parrikar says that nuclear doctrine has changed. 

It has not changed in any government policy but my concept” (Singh, 2016, p. 1). However, 

he later clarified that the government policy has not changed and it was his personal opinion 

on the matter. Similarly, in August 2019, India’s current Defence Minister Rajnath Singh 

speaking at a ceremony in Pokhran gave rise to discussion on the doctrine of ‘no-first-use’, 

where he stated that “Till today, our nuclear policy is ‘no first use’. What happens in future 

depends on the circumstances” (Roche, 2019, p. 1). It is noteworthy here that these remarks 

were made in the heat of exacerbated tensions in Indo-Pak relations due to scrapping of article 

370 and the subsequent split of  Jammu and Kashmir into two Union territories by the central 

government (Roche, 2019). 

Apart from these statements from the top level politicians, other statements by the military 

generals have drawn attention that India is reconsidering its nuclear doctrine. For example, in 

2014, a Strategic Forces Command (SFC) former chief – Lt. Gen. B.S. Nagal – in an 

interview to defence magazine, Force, stated that the policy of ‘nuclear ambiguity’ is an 

alternative to NFU policy. In his words " nuclear ambiguity that does not allow destruction of 

the nation and strategic forces at the outset; hence the arsenal is intact for use, further it 

provides a better range of options to launch decapitating and/ or disarming strikes to deal 

with the adversary leadership/arsenal” (Joshi, 2015, p. 16). However, all these statements 

need a kind of appropriate evaluation. Although BJP manifesto for 2014 general elections 

pledged to revise and update the nuclear doctrine, however party representatives after winning 

elections repudiated any intention to alter ‘no first use’ policy (Rajagopalan, 2017). 

Furthermore in the 2019 Party Election Manifesto for Lok Sabha polls, BJP did not refer to 

modifying nuclear policy, despite its earlier promise to adopt the necessary measures to 

secure the country (Roche, 2019). In the same manner, Manohar Parrikar acknowledged that 
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NFU policy has been the country’s stated doctrine’, but he didn’t endorse it in his personal 

capacity. Yet, Nagal preferred policy of ‘nuclear ambiguity’ over NFU (Jaishankar, 2017). 

There are few patrons belonging to the Indian strategic community who abandon ‘no first use’ 

policy. George Perkovich and Toby Dalton, leading nuclear policy experts, have confirmed it 

by referring the words of a former officer in the Manmohan Singh’s government: “Pakistan is 

turning to Cold War tenets that were proved untenable before. Why should we follow them? 

The mainstream view here has been remarkably consistent. The military may want more 

options and symmetry—the usual macho sentiment—but this can be swiftly put aside” (Dalton 

& Perkovich, 2016, p. 9). 

The broad consensus in Indian strategic community is that there is a need to re-examine 

nuclear doctrine periodically (Indian Pugwash Society, 2016). Although the BJP had made a stir 

by declaring in its election manifesto that nuclear doctrine will be revisited, but the dominant 

view irrespective of party line is that India should maintain the conventional position. The BJP’s 

approval of the policy, particularly its features of NFU has been the right move on country’s 

nuclear policy. From this perspective, it can be held that the doctrine of ‘no first use’ is based 

upon both the political and military logic (Sethi, 2017). 

Continuity over Change: BJP government and the Question of Nuclear Escalation 

The Modi government during its first tenure faced security threats twice in the form of Uri 

attack 2016 and Pulwama attack 2019. Under these provocations, a resentful public wanted 

retaliation from the BJP government. Subsequently, the government’s reaction to these attacks 

differs from the tactical and strategic moves undertaken by the previous governments in the 

past. The government conducted ‘surgical strikes’ and bombarded terrorist launch pads 

inside Pakistan-occupied Kashmir across the Line of Control (LoC) (Chadha, Dahiya, Kohli, 

& Pandalai, 2016). Although it was not a conventional full scale attack, around 40 Pakistani 

militants were killed in the surgical strike. Despite the fact that Pakistan’s foreign minister 

Khawaja Asif made a statement that Pakistan would use its nuclear weapons over India, the 

Pakistani establishment did not acknowledge India’s conduct of surgical strike across the LoC 

(The Financial Express, 2016). The denial of Pakistan made the nuclear escalation between 
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these two countries neutral, but overall the reaction from the BJP was a strategic restraint 

(Pant, 2016). 

The second time the crisis unfolded when a convoy of paramilitary vehicles was transporting 

security forces on the National Highway number- 44 at Lethopora in the Pulwama district of 

Jammu & Kashmir and a total of 46 soldiers were killed by a vehicle-borne suicide bomber on 

14 February 2019. Immediately after the attack, Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM), Pakistan-backed 

militant outfit, took credit for the attack (First Post, 2019). In order to take revenge for the 

Pulwama attack, two weeks later, the Modi government carried out an aerial strike and 

completely dismantled the terror training camps in Balakot sector, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

province, Pakistan. It may be noted here that this strike was the first cross-border air 

bombardment since India had conducted during the Indo-Pakistani war of 1971. Further, this 

strike has been carried out inside deep Pakistani territory, i.e., Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, not in 

Pakistani Occupied Kashmir (PoK), a territory over which both the India and Pakistan claim 

but the latter denies the former claim (Dutta, 2020). After that the signs of retaliation from 

Pakistan side and the question of confrontation escalating to nuclear conflict are less visible.  

Conclusion 

In parliamentary democracies, like India, the elected representatives exercise control 

over nuclear policy. Any change in its nuclear policy is subject to discussion both inside and 

outside the government. At present, there is no evidence that BJP is trying to change nuclear 

policy of the country (Jaishankar, 2017). Although the Modi government differs from the 

previous governments by reacting to the military attack with the launch of surgical strike and 

aerial strike, it did not encourage nuclear war like its predecessors. Nonetheless the abandon 

of traditional nuclear policy would not serve the country well, the benefits of knee jerk 

reactionary nuclear policy could also not be underestimated. It is evident that the present 

government is almost identical with the previous governments in its approach towards nuclear 

policy of the country. So far as nuclear escalation is concerned, both the BJP and Congress 

parties’ reaction has been undistinguishable which is obvious from the governments’ response 

to crises so far. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper analyses why despite being one of the most mineral rich states in India, Odisha remains 

one of the poorest states. In the light of continuous resistance of  local communities  to  industrial  

projects  in  Odisha,  this  paper  argues  that  development  strategies towards heavy 

industrialization by both national and international multi-national companies to exploit natural 

resources   to overcome  poverty   has resulted in forceful land acquisition from  already small,  poor  

farmers  mainly tribals,  creating  more  poverty and   greater  social inequalities. This has led to an 

increase in state-society conflict and the stalling or closure of several mega-projects in the state.  

This argument is substantiated by case studies of POSCO in Jagatsinghpur district of Odisha, India. 

The   paper provides   insights   to   the development  strategies  and  land  grab;  socio-economic  

status  of Odisha and its being one of the poorest state despite possessing one of  the richest mineral 

reserves  in  the  country,  where  heavy  industrialization  is  seen  as  the  remedy. The paper also 

provides incisive view on the state-society conflict in the context of establishment of POSCO. 

 

Keywords: Neo-Liberal, Dispossession, Land Grab, State-Society, Conflicts 
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INTRODUCTION 

Today,  in  the  era  of  neo-  liberalization, India  has  emerged  as  one  of  the  fastest growing  

economies.  However,  despite  a  high  GDP  rate,  India  continues  to  fail  in  human development  

indices1.  Since  the  1990s  there  has  been  a  shift  from  its  Nehruvian  Socialist roots  towards  a  

neoliberal  state  where  the  State  and  business  groups  have  solidified  their political   and   

economic   alliance   and   observers   have   characterized   India   as   “India incorporated”2. Atul 

Kohli argues that it is this alliance between the State and big business set in  motion  by  the  neo-

liberal  policies  which  is  responsible  both  for  releasing  economic dynamism  and  for  limiting  the  

spread  of  its  resulting  gains.  Large sections of society feel alienated and marginalized from this 
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developmental process. Agriculture  has  taken  a  beating  and  its  contribution  to  the  GDP  has  

gone  down. Although   agriculture   and   allied   activities   employ   nearly   60%   of   the   

population, its contribution to India’s GDP is less than 20%.  It  will  shrink  further,  as  there  is  a  

mass movement  from  rural  to  urban  India.  Large scale land acquisition for industries, Special 

Economic Zones (SEZs), IT sectors, real estate have further challenged agricultural growth. The  poor  

face  yet  another  threat,  of  losing  their  lands  to  business  groups  in  the  name  of 

“development”.  Those who are forced dispossession of their lands do not benefit from this business 

transaction where a new class of those enjoying the profits are created. These areas are highly 

knowledge-intensive and not labour- intensive which is beyond the capabilities of the vast, poor, 

illiterate rural farmers of India .Therefore, the question arises on the viability of these schemes 

which make the poor, poorer, landless and dependent on the government. Contrary  to  older  forms  

of  dispossession  where  land  was  expropriated  for  the  natural resources  it  could  deliver,  in  

SEZs  land  is  dispossessed  so  that  it  can  be  commodified  as urban spaces. This dispossession 

from land or ‘land grab’ is now a phenomenon, particularly in the Third World countries. 
 

In  India,  memorandums  have  been  signed  for  the  creation  of  SEZs,  where  forceful acquisition 

of land from the poor farmers by the ruling elite to attract private investors has become a part of the 

ongoing economic reform process  resulting in increasing state-society conflicts.  The  SEZ  Act  of  

2005  provides  the  framework  for  the  creating  these hyper liberalised”3   economic zones, by 

acquiring cheap land from farmers and creating privately- developed cities, industries, etc. These 

profit generating constructions have led to a mad land rush by private investors to grab land from 

the poor. Therefore, land dispossession today, is increasingly for privatized industrial, infrastructural, 

real estate projects which a ‘corporate” state is indulging on. There is a sharp contrast to land 

dispossession after independence for state-led  projects  to  land  dispossession  for  private  projects  

at  present  under  a  neo-liberal growth model. This has led to growing state-society  conflicts across 

India, which has resulted to either their cancellation or delay   as in the case of    the Korean steel 

giant POSCO and Vedanta in Odisha and Singur in West Bengal  to name a few. 

 

 The paper attempts to analyse that despite being one of the most mineral rich states Odisha  

remains  one  of  the  poorest  states  of  India.  It  argues  that  development  strategies towards  

heavy  industrialization    by  the  State    to  exploit  natural  resources    to  overcome poverty   has  

resulted  in  forceful  land  acquisition   from  small, poor  farmers,  creating more poverty  and    

greater  social  inequalities.  This argument is substantiated by case study of POSCO in Jagatsingpur 

district in Odisha. The paper further argues that in an economy where agriculture continues to be 

the largest employer and the backbone of the country, damaging the  backbone  will  weaken  the  

State  and  lead  to  uneven  development.  Industrialization is needed to stimulate economic growth 

but growth needs to be balanced with human happiness and not at the cost of the poor. 

 

ODISHA: A BACKGROUND 

According to the Economic Survey Report of Odisha, 2014-154, Orissa constitutes about 4.9% of 

India’s total area and 3.6% of total population as per 2001 census – its density of population at 236 

per square kilometre is lower than India’s 324. In current prices, the per capita net state domestic 
product at Rs.22, 630/- in 2007-08 is 68% of India’s per capita net national product.  Compared  to  

all  India  average,  the  share  of  agriculture  in  gross  state domestic product is relatively greater 

(25% to 19%, 2005-06), share of forest area to total area is greater (37% to 22%, 2002-03), net sown 

area to total reported area is lower (37% to 44%,2002-03),  net  area  irrigated  to  net  sown  area  is  

lower  (23%  to  40%,  2002-03),  fertilizer consumption is lower than half (2004-05) and yield of rice 
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is less than three-fourths (2003-04) of  the  all  India  average5 (Government  of  Orissa  (GOO),  

2008). Workforce composition of 2001 suggests that 65% are dependent on agriculture (30% 

cultivators and 35% agricultural labourers) whereas it is 58% for all India. 

 

Orissa has been among the poorest states in the country. It can be described as “the poor   rich   
state”.   Poor   because   based   on   the   NSS   data   and   Tendulkar   Committee Methodology, the 
poverty head ratio (i.e. , percentage of people  below poverty line) remains high for Odisha vis-à-vis 

India from 1973-74 to 2011-12 (Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Poverty Head-count Ratio (%) for Odisha and India 1973-74 –2011-12  

 

Year Odisha (%) Total India (%) Total 

 Rural Urban  Rural Urban  

Expert Committee Methodology 

1973-74 67.28 67.28 67.28 67.28 67.28 67.28 

1983 67.53 49.15 65.29 45.65 40.79 44.48 

Tendulkar Committee Methodology 

1993-94 63.00 34.50 59.10 50.10 30.80 45.30 

2004-05 60.80 37.60 57.20 41.80 25.70 37.20 

2009-10 39.20 25.90 37.00 33.80 20.90 29.80 

2011-12 35.69 17.29 32.59 25.70 13.70 21.92 

[Source: Economic Survey, Odisha, 2014-15, pp7/2] 

 

However, agriculture remains a major employer with a majority of small and medium farmers. An 

examination of landholdings as seen from Fig. 1.2 for the year 2000-2001 is that large farmers 

comprise only 0.3 % operational holdings while marginal, small, semi-medium and medium 

constitute 56.4%, 27.4%., 12.3% and 3.6% respectively. This again reiterates my argument that 

agriculture sector is very weak in the state. Incidence of poor by size-class of land indicates a greater 

burden among marginal and small farmers.  This highlights that Orissa’s rural households largely 
consist of marginal and small farmers (57%) and landless (36%) (Table 2) 

 

Table 2: Distribution of Operational Holdings in Orissa, 1990-91 to 2000-01 

 

Size-class 1990-91 2000-02 

 Operational 

Holdings (%) 

Area (%) Operational 

Holdings (%) 

Area (%) 

Marginal 53.6 19.7 56.4 22.7 

Small 26.2 26.9 27.4 30.4 

Semi-medium 15.2 29.5 12.3 26.5 

Medium 4.7 19.1 3.6 16.1 

Large 0.4 4.8 0.3 4.3 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Total value* 39.48 52.96 40.67 50.81 

Gini 0.4456 0.4318 

[Source: Govt. of Orissa (2007) in www.indiastat.com] 
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Thus, Odisha with a weak agricultural base, despite rich mineral resources, remains one of the 

poorest states of India. Incidence of poverty; despite a decline remain much higher at 32.59 %, than 

the India average of 21.92% (Table 1.3). Although there is a decrease from 

2009-10 of 37% to 32.59 for 2011-12, which is impressive but remains among the highest in the 

country at 32.59 % followed only by Bihar at 33.34 % . Table 1.3 highlights the incidence of poverty in 

Odisha vis-à-vis other states (Table 3). 

 

Table 3: Incidence of Poverty in Odisha vis-à-vis other States, 1973-74 to 2011-12 

 

Sl. 

No. 

States 1973-74 1993-94 2004-05 2009-10 2011-12 

1. Andhra Pradesh 48.86 22.19 29.90 21.10 9.20 

2. Bihar 61.91 54.96 54.40 53.50 33.34 

3. Gujarat 48.15 24.21 31.80 23 16.43 

4. Haryana 35.36 25.05 24.10 20.10 11.16 

5. Karnataka 54.47 33.16 33.40 23.60 20.91 

6. Kerela 59.79 25.43 19.70 12.00 7.05 

7. Madhya Pradesh 61.78 42.52 48.6 36.70 31.65 

8. Maharashtra 53.24 36.86 38.10 24.50 17.35 

9. Odisha 66.18 48.56 57.20 37 32.59 

10. Punjab 28.15 11.77 20.9 15.9 32.59 

11. Rajasthan 46.14 27.41 34.4 24.8 14.71 

12. Tamil Nadu 54.94 35.03 28.9 17.1 11.28 

13. Uttar Pradesh 57.07 40.85 40.9 37.7 11.26 

14. West Bengal 63.43 35.66 34.3 26.7 19.98 

 All India 54.88 35.97 37.2 29.8 21.92 

[Source: Odisha Economic Survey, 20014-15, pp7-5] 

 

Further,  a  sectoral  analysis  of  Odisha’s  economy  according  to  Economic  Survey, Odisha (2014-

15), indicates a structural shift in the state economy, from agriculture towards industry  and  services  

sectors  in  the  last  decade.  This  sectoral  shift  has  been  in  the  State mainly  following  the  New  

Economic  policies  enunciated  at  the  Centre  in  1991.  The Government of Odisha adopted 

economic reforms, liberalizing the investment environment, adopting policies and regulations to 

remove institutional hurdles to unable private investors the right space for investments. This 

resulted in structural changes wherein there was a shift from an agrarian economy to an 

industrializing one.  This led  to  a  transformation  in  the economy   from   “agriculture   based”   to   
“industries   and   service   sectors   driven”.   As   a consequence  of  these  strategies  the  state  

government  signed  several  MoU6   with  mostly private companies to reap the rich mineral reserves 

of the state.  Most large-scale industries in Odisha are mineral-based (Odisha Economic Survey, 

20014-15 ).The state has 25% of total iron  ore  reserves  of  the  country  and  is  also  the  largest  

aluminium  producer  in  India.  Thus because  of  its  rich  mineral  resources,  Odisha  has  become  

the  chosen  destinations  of  both national  and  international  multinational  corporations  (MNCs)  

like POSCO,  Vedanta,  Tatas, Mittals to name a few. A pro-industry approach welcomed these 

projects, believed to remove poverty and generate growth in Odisha. Heavy industrialization is been 

seen as the panacea to poverty eradication. This has resulted in a list of mega-projects signed in 

Odisha amounting to a whopping amount of Rs. 108,586 crores7. 
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However,  despite  rich  source  of  minerals,  and  heavy  industrialization  to  overcome poverty, the 

State lags behind in Human Development Index ( HDI), compared to other states of  the  country,  

which  have  low  levels  of  heavy  industrialization  but  are  high  up  in  HDI. According to HDI and 

the Inequality-adjusted Human Development Index (IHDI) estimates of  states  in  India,  the  Human  

Development  Index  (HDI)  is  lowest  for  Odisha  (0.444), followed by Bihar (0.4777) and Madhya 

Pradesh(0.451). HDI is highest for Kerala (0.625), followed by Nagaland (0.609) and Mizoram 

(0.581)8. 

 

The relative ranking of all states highlights the following factors. An interesting observation that can 

be made from above statistics is that the states with heavy  industrialization  projects  are  located  in  

the  mineral  rich  states  .But  these  states comprise  the  BIMAROU  9  states  with  low  HDI.  In  

Odisha  many of  the  industrial  projects have not been able to take off like POSCO since 2005. It 

finally withdrew from the State after facing stiff resistance in 2017; some have had to shut down 

operations like Vedanta. Earlier Mittal withdrew from the state. These cases, along with 

Kalinganagar have become symbols of protests, where local communities have protested against 

their establishment and continuance.   The study will   now   focus   on   the   field   study   conducted   

at   POSCO, Jagatsinghpur. 

 

CASE STUDY: POSCO PROJECT, JAGATSINGHPUR (Profile of the Project, affected area and people) 

The   POSCO-India   project   is   situated   in   Jagatsingpur   district   of   Odisha.   It   is 

surrounded  by  the  districts  of  Kendrapada,  Khorda,  Puri  and  Bay  of  Bengal  (Fig  1). According 

to the 2011 Census, Jagatsingpur district has a population of 1,136, 606. This gives it a ranking of 

410th in India 10   (out of a total of 640). 

 

Fig 1: Map of Proposed POSCO Project in Odisha 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Source: www.jagatsingpurdistrictmap.nic.in] 
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POSCO –INDIA PROJECT AND ODISHA: A BACKGROUND 

On  22  June  2005,  the  Biju  Janata  Dal  (BJD)  Government  in  Orissa,  signed  a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) with South Korean multinational corporation and the world’s  fourth  largest  
steel  producer  Pohang  Steel  Company  (POSCO)  in  June  2005  ,to construct a $12 billion steel 

plant 11. This was  the largest foreign direct investment in India till date, amounting to 12 billion 

dollars. The area of operation of the proposed plant spans  three panchayats (Nuagaon, Dhinkia, and 

Gadkujang) in the in the Ersama block, which was most severely hit by the super-cyclone in 1999. 

 

According  to  Mukhopadhyay12 (2006),  the  provisions  of  the  MoU  with  POSCO, included transfer 

of huge amount of land, raw materials, water and the right of establishing a new port at Paradeep to 

this foreign company.  In essence as a result of this MoU, POSCO will  be  the  owner  of  iron  ore,  

coal  mines,  steel  plant  and  related  projects  with  freedom  to export 100 per cent of 12 million 

tonnes of steel produced per year, port and dock facilities and  the  status  of  "SEZ13".The  proposed  

plant  area  is  located  about  15  kms  from  Paradeep port, the total land area sanctioned by the 

state government for the project is 4,004 acres, of which 3,566 acres is Government land and the 

remaining 438 acres private land. The district administration has identified 1877 villages growing 

betel vines on 309 acres of government land to be removed and compensated. 

 

The government started a forcible land acquisition without environmental clearance from the 

Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF). Based on the recommendations of the Saxena   

Committee  Recommendation
14

,   which   reported   that   the   State   government   had violated the 

Forests Rights Act, 2006( FRA, 2006), the assistant inspector general  of forests, MoEF,  called  for  a  

stoppage  of  all  land  acquisition  in  a  letter  to  the  state  government  on 5 August 2010.  Chief 

Minister Naveen Pattanaik called for the intervention of then Prime Minister,   Manmohan   Singh.   

The   Centre   appointed   another   Committee   under   former Environment Secretary, the Meena 

Gupta Committee, to probe FRA violations by the state government. Despite differences between 

the committee members, there was broad agreement in the Committee that the procedure to 

recognise forest rights should be re-done in the project villages. As far as resettlement and 

rehabilitation is concerned, while nothing can compensate for the trauma of displacement, the 

finding was that the R and R package to be a good one, better than the norms laid down in the Orissa 

Govt’s Resettlement and Rehabilitation Policy. The other Committee members disagreed to some 
extent. They felt that higher compensation should be paid for the paan (betel) plots, but basically 

they felt that the forest land should not be  diverted  at  all 15.  After  dithering  for  almost  four  

weeks  the  Forest  Advisory  Committee (FAC) finally rejected the clearance due to violations of the 

Forest Rights Act (FRA), listed by  the  Meena  Gupta  and  N.C.  Saxena panels (The Hindu, 19 

November 2010).  Thus, POSCO remains a stalled project presently; land acquisitions have stopped 

and few families who had taken compensation and moved to rehabilitation centre are going back to 

their villages; others whose betel vines were demolished have started rebuilding their vines and 

livelihoods 

 

PROVISIONS OF MOU 

According to the MoU,  POSCO would invest Rs 52,813 crore to build a 12-MTPA (Million Tons Per 

Annum) capacity steel works and develop mines and linked infrastructure over three phases from 

2007 to 2016 . According to the provisions of the MoU, POSCO will set up an integrated steel plant at 

Paradeep in Jagatsinghpur district with an annual production capacity of 12 million tonnes of steel. 

POSCO will also establish an Indian Company through its relevant subsidiaries or third parties (to be 

nominated by POSCO) to invest in the state of Orissa in (a) steel manufacturing, (b) infrastructure 
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necessary for the integrated steel plant and related  projects  and  (c)  related  mining  of  iron  and  

other  related  ores  in  Orissa.  The  MoU involves supply of non-renewable mineral and fuel 

resources, water, and land to POSCO, the facility of construction of a new port at Paradeep if 

necessary and various other incentives and  concessions  including  recommendation  of  "Special  

Economic  Zone  (SEZ)"  status  to POSCO as a "SEZ Unit" (refer table 3.7) . 

 

As per provisions of the MoU POSCO will also get chrome and manganese ores from Orissa Mining 

Company (OMC) and the quantity of these ores to be given to POSCO, was not mentioned in the 

MoU. POSCO will also get limestone and dolomite at concessional rate. Coal is another important 

raw material for steel production, which POSCO will be provided by Orissa Government with a block 

of coal for captive mining. Orissa Government has also agreed to supply water to POSCO plant at 

Paradeep from Jobra barrage of river Mahanadi. One  important  aspect  of  this  MoU  is  the  facility  

if  needed  to  be  provided  to  POSCO  for construction of a new port at Paradeep. POSCO will also 

be provided with 6025 acres of land, out of which 4000 acres will be for construction of steel and 

related plants, 20-25 acres for its office  and  2000  acres  for  establishing  a  big  township.  In  order  

to  make  this  MoU  more meaningful the Orissa Government agreed to construct railways and 

roadways for providing transport  and  communication  facilities  to  POSCO.  Another  provision  of  

the  MoU  is  to recommend to the Government of India to declare the plant and other related 

project areas as a "Special Economic Zone (SEZ)" to strengthen functioning of the company. Thus in 

essence as a result of this MoU, POSCO will be the owner of  Iron ore, coal mines, steel plant and 

related projects with freedom to export 100 per cent of 12 million tonnes of steel produced per year, 

Port and Dock facilities and the status of "SEZ" ( Memorandum of Understanding between the 

Government of Orissa and M/S POSCO, June22, 2005). The land area details of POSCO are given 

below in Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Land Area Sought to be Acquired by POSCO 

 

Purpose Purpose Purpose 

Steel Plant: 12 Million 

Tonnes Per Annum (mtpa) 

“green field” 

Erasama Block, Kujang 

Tehsil, 

10 kilometers from Paradeep 

port, 

7 revenue villages, 

2 hamlets, 

3 Gram Panchayats 

(Nuagaon, Dhinkia and 

GadaKujang) 

4004 acres of which 3000 are 

classified as “forest land” 

Mines: 600 million tonnes 

reserved over 30 years (20 

million tonnes per year) 

Khandadhar Hills (Keonjhar 

and Sundergarh districts) 

Prospecting Lease (3 

applications), Mining Lease 

(2applications) submitted by 

POSCO; 

2500 hectares Khandadhar 

hills;no clear territorial 

demarcation– only textual 

claims in government 

recommendation 

Township At steel plant and at mines 2000 acres 
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Purpose Purpose Purpose 

(1500 at steel plant,500 at 

mines) 

Water Jobra Barrage of the 

Mahanadi River 

3.50 cubic meters per 

second(cucecs) 

[Source: POSCO office, July 2014] 

 

STUDY AREA (LAND ACQUISITION BY POSCO) 

The  present  study  was  conducted  in  Nuagaon,  Dhinkia,  Govindpur  and  Gadkujang villages 

under Ersama block. Nuagaon and Gadkujang villages are at a distance of around 41 km from Cuttack 

district headquarter and 20 km away from Jagatsingpur district headquarter. Dhinkia,  and  

Govindpur  come  under  Dhinkia  panchayat,  Nuagaon  and  Gadkujang  come under Nuagaon and 

Gadakujang panchayats respectively. 

 

Table 5  shows  the  demographic  profile  of  the  affected  panchayats  in     Erasama block (where 

project will be located) and the four affected villages which are spearheading the  movement.  These  

are  namely,  Nuagaon   village  which   comes  under  the  Nuagaon panchayat . Nuagaon panchayat 

consists of 726 households, 16 wards out of which 6 wards come under the Nuagaon village.  The 

total population of this village is 3110 (55.80%) males and  2640  (44.19%)  females.  This  village  

consists  of  Scheduled  Caste(  SC)  and  Other Backward Caste (OBCs). There is not a single 

Scheduled Tribe family is lived. Gadkujang village also comes under the Nuagaon panchayat. This 

village consists of 647 households and 12 wards, 9 hamlets. The total population of this village 

consists of 3211, where 974 belong to SC, 12 belong to ST and the rest 2125 belong to OBCs. Dhinkia 

Panchayat comprising 703 households consisting of 3298 population in which 1168 belong to SC 

community, only five belong to  ST  and  the  rest  2125  belong to  OBCs.  The study interviewed  

villagers  from  the above  villagers  namely,  Nuagaon  (110HH),  Gadkujang  (62HH),  Govind  pur  

(90HH)  and Dhinkia  (162HH),  seven  revenue  villages  comprising 11  hamlets  in  three  gram  

panchayats (Nuagoan,  Gadkujang and Dhinkia).  In  all, 571 households (HHs) were interviewed, 

from the four mainly affected villages as seen in Table 5. 

 

Table 5: Population of the Affected Villages  

 

Sl. 

No. 

Name of 

Panchayat 

No. of 

House-

holds 

Population  Total 

1. Nuagaon 726  SC % ST % Others %  

Male 963 50.60 0 0 2147 55.80 3110 

Female 940 49.39 0 0 1700 44.19 2640 

Total  1903 100 0 0 3847 100 5700 

2. Gadkujang 647 Male 544 55. 

85 

10 45. 

45 

1096 49.48 1650 

Female 430 44.14 12 54. 

54 

1119 50.51 1561 

Total  974 100 22 100 2215 100 3211 

3. Dhinkia 703 Male 613 52.48 3 60 1159 54.54 1775 

Female 555 47.51 2 40 966 45.45 1523 

Total  1168 100 5 100 2125 100 3298 

4. Govindpur  Male 412 45.72 0 0 636 48.29 1048 
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Sl. 

No. 

Name of 

Panchayat 

No. of 

House-

holds 

Population  Total 

Female 489 54.27 0 0 681 51.70 1170 

Total  901 100 0 0 1317 100 2218 

 Total 2626 Total 14,427  

[Source: Primary Data] 

 

According to  MoU  land  to  be  given  to  POSCO  from  the  villages  of  the  above panchayats is 

shown in Table 6. 

 

Table 6: Land to be given to POSCO according to affected village agreement (Total 4004.24 acres) 

 

Village name Government land to 

POSCO 

In acres 

Private land 

In acres 

(not yet given) 

Total 

In acres 

Nuagaon 934.53 44.97 979.5 

Gadkujang 1001.96 76.03 1077.99 

Dhinkia 927.56 54.97 982.53 

Govindpur 890.96 73.26 964.22 

Total 3755.01 249.23 4004.24 

[Sources: primary data, Amin, 2014-15] 
 

Table 6 shows that the according to Government MoU 3755.01 acres of Government land and 

249.23 acres of private land from all four villagers will be given. From the village Nuagaon 934.53 

acres of government land and 44.97 acres of private land will be given. From Gadkujang maximum 

government land of 1001.96 acres and 76.03 acres of private land will be given. Betel vine is 

cultivated on all the government land as private land is very less. Form Dhinkia  927.56  of  

government  land  and  54.97  acres  of  private  land  and  from  Govindpur village  890.96  acres  of  

government  land  and  73.26  acres  of  private  land  is  given  to  the POSCO. However POSCO has 

not yet acquired the entire land due to protests and complete blockade to Dhinkia village.  Land 

acquisition started from the Gadkujang, Nuagaon and has ended at the Govindpur village.  Presently 

at the mouth of Nuagaon village there is a village group preventing the entry of government 

vehicles. Due to the protests land acquisition has been stopped. 

 

Betel vines16 are the major source of livelihood of the people in the village, which is done on both on 

government and private land. They get good income from the betel vine cultivation. As this area is 

cyclone and flood prone, paddy cultivation is damaged regularly. Therefore, farmers have adopted 

betel cultivation which is climatically suitable and profitable than paddy. This has been mainly 

cultivated on government land for several generations.   It is interesting to note that the protest 

mainly seems to be centred not around the acquisition of private agricultural or other land by the 

government for industry, but on the diversion of forest land. This is because villagers cultivate paan 

or betel vine on the forest land, and earn a good income from it. The farmers know that if they will 

give their land to POSCO, the compensation is not sufficient for sustain their life forever. And 

another thing if they are displaced they will not get such type of land for the betel vine work. Hence, 

they are totally opposed the POSCO project in their area. Protestors said, they do not want POSCO to 

come up on their fertile land which is provides ‘dhana’ (paddy), ‘panna’ (betel) and ‘mino’ (fish). A 
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villager Jiban Behera told, “we have taken vow to fight against the project till our last breath. If the 
Government uses force on innocent people, bloodshed would take place”. Local leaders of the anti-
POSCO movement say the entire population will be affected by the project. 

 

As a result of this forcible land acquisition, the main livelihood of this area has been destroyed as 

reflected  in Table 7. A total of 1119 betel vines spread across 160 acres, have been  demolished  

from  the  three  villages  namely  Nuagon,  Gadakujanj  and  Govindpur.  No vines  have  been  

demolished  from  Dhinkia  which  has  become  the  core  of  the  resistance movement, as the 

entire village is involved in its cultivation. 

 

Table 7: Total number of betel vine and land in acres demolished for the POSCO plant (Only Govt. 

land) 

 

Name of the Panchayat Total number of betel vine destroyed Percentage 

Nuagaon 486 100 

Gadkujang 165 100 

Dhinkia 00 00 

Govindpur 468 100 

Total 1119  

[Sources: R.I. Nuagaon circle on 19/08/2015] 
 

Table 8 shows the average monthly household income before land was acquired by POSCO was Rs.5, 

000 to 7,000, mainly from betel vine cultivation. All the families member were engaged in betel vine 

farming. The women also made an income through plucking of betel leaves.   After the acquired land 

by the POSCO their households monthly has dropped down to Rs.1, 000 to 2,000 and presently they 

are facing a lot of hardships to survive With the  betel  vines  destroyed,  and  land  taken  over  by  

the  state  and  handed  to  POSCO,  the promised job in the plant nowhere seen, these local 

communities are therefore resisting the setting up of POSCO. They have no land for cultivating 

betelvine and  are working as  daily wage labourers in and outside the village. 

 

Table 8: Average Household Annual Income from Betel Vine   

 

Village  Income from Betel vine cultivation in acres (In Rs.) 

Before Land Acquisition After Land Acquisition 

Nuagaon 5,000-7,000 1,000-2,000 

Gadkujang 5,000-7,000 1,000-2,000 

Govindpur 5,000-7,000 1,000-2,000 

Dhinkia 8000-10,000 Not taken land 

[Sources: Primary data, 2015] 
 

AN ANALYSIS OF POSCO CONFLICT 

As  seen  from  the  survey,  the  affected  villages  namely  Nuagon  ,Gadakujanj  and Govindpur and 

Dhinkia under the three panchyats  of Nuagon, Gadakujanj and  Dhinkia, have been  badly  affected  

as  far  as  their  livelihoods  are  concerned.    As  mentioned  earlier,  this district and block were the 

worst   hit during   the super cyclone which hit Paradeep port in 1999. This area being close to the 

sea is affected by cyclonic low pressures in the sea every year.  Paddy  cultivation  is  also  affected  
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by  saline  water  flooding  of  the  fields.  Thus paddy cultivation which is done in winters is not 

sufficient to sustain the villagers. Therefore they have taken up betel cultivation. The climatic 

conditions and soil in this area is very suitable for betel cultivation. Betel is  grown  in  well-drained  

soil,  raised  higher  than  the  adjacent  areas,  in  closed  cultivating systems17,  covered  by  straw  

and  coconut  leaves,  which  provide  good  shade  as  seen  in  the picture below: 

 

BETEL CULTIVATION IN CLOSED CULTIVATING SYSTEMS (FIELD STUDY) 

Paan  cultivation  is  extremely lucrative  and  as  seen  in  the  field  survey,  provides  an average 

monthly income of around Rs. 7000-8000. It also gives the villagers the freedom to lead their lives 

amidst nature on their own terms and not be an employee of a company. This was highlighted by the  

villagers in their discussions with the researchers. Even women are engaged and are involved in 

plucking of leaves. Thus, betel or pan cultivation is the lifeline and  the  most  profitable  means  of  

livelihood  in  an  otherwise  low  paddy  production  and  a cyclone –prone area. Besides their 

economic potential the betel vines groves are revered as temples. The social cultural fabric of the 

villagers revolves around the betel groves or paan bareja. 

 

Therefore although land acquisition of private land by POSCO is small compared to government land, 

the resistance to POSCO is because of the damage to betel vines, on which the local communities 

thrive and meet their livelihood needs. According to Jeebanlal Behera, a villager, farmers are 

cultivating betel vine as primary crop, throughout the year. According to one estimate there are 

5,000 betel vineyards grown in the area’s three Gram Panchayats, which are tended by 10,000 

cultivators. A single betel leaf sells for 1.0 rupees. Farmers often enjoy strong profits from cultivating 

betel vine gardens.  For example, a garden of 100-150 vines in Jagatsinghpur district produced an 

annual profit of about Rs. 2, 00,000 in 2010. Thus a majority of small farmers and also the landless 

started betel cultivation and have been doing so for generations on government land. 

 

The State by signing the MoU and acquiring land forcibly from the local communities has threatened 

their livelihoods. This has divided the population into Pro-POSCO and anti- POSCO groups.  The  pro-  

POSCO  have  given  conditional  support  if  their  demands  are fulfilled. They have willingly given up 

their lands to receive the compensation amount and now await employment in the industry once it 

is operational. 55 households from Patana, a hamlet of Dhinkia panchayat, shifted to the 

rehabilitation colony. But these households have shifted back to their hamlet, due to the prolonged 

delay in starting of the plant. They have also started reconstruction of betel vines on the land 

acquired by the state for POSCO 

 

The anti- POSCO group, mainly consisting of small farmers and landless agricultural labourers, 

continued their resistance and road blockage. So far land acquired by Posco stands at 3755.01 acres, 

of which 249.23 acres are private land. According to a 67 year betel vine grower villager “Paan Chasa 

(betel vine cultivation) is our lifeline...why does the government want to destroy it and force us into 

being laborers...the government does not think about our life and dignity...only about the profit for 

company.” Another villager named Sudarsan, from Dhinkia remarked “the leaves sell at Rs.1- a piece. 

If I sell 40,000 leaves in two month then I earn  Rs.40,  000.  What  can  the  Government  and  

POSCO  offer  us  better  than  this?  Another villager, Manoj an anti POSCO fisherman expressing his 

unhappiness  with Posco said  “aare nilajya, POSCO Company tu Pherija dakhin Korea.  (POSCO Go 

back to South Korea. we do not want you here). 
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A women  Mamata Swain, Posco Pratirodh Samiti Sangh (PPSS) leader from Dhinkia village  argued  

that    betel  cultivation  had  a  positive  impact  on  gender  dynamics  of  the community. She said 

that women are particularly benefitted as they get easy employment here and are engaged in 

plucking the leaves and both men and women work under conditions of equality. There is no 

discrimination in the wages in plucking betel leaves. The work is not too physically demanding, and 

women are able to contribute financially to their families. 

 

In  addition  to  threats  to  livelihoods  of  betel  farmers,  agricultural  labourers  and fishermen, 

POSCO poses a threat to the  environment also. When POSCO acquired land, it chopped  down  

30,000  trees  mainly  casurina,  kaju  jamun.  Casurina trees act as natural windbreakers to the 

cyclonic storms Kaju trees have been totally lost. In the year 1999 their area was hit by the super 

cyclone after which these trees were planted.  By chopping down these trees, the villagers say, they 

are now exposed to the dangers of cyclones. The villagers also  said  that  the  temperature  in  the  

area  has  also  increased  and  the  summer  temperatures touches more than 40 degree Celsius . 

Previously this was only 30-35 degree Celsius. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The  study  focussed  on  the  resistance  by  local  communities  to  the  mega-project  in POSCO, 

What is important is that, the marginalized sections of the society have raised their voices  against  a  

pro-business  state  which  is  forcibly  acquiring  land  from  them  to  support corporate  giants.  In  

the  case  of  POSCO,  small,  marginal  farmers,  and  landless  labourers, mostly  belonging  to  

scheduled  castes  are  affected  by  land  acquisition.  Although,  land acquired is mainly government 

land, the local communities, as cited earlier, have grown betel vines on the government land for 

generations, because of low agricultural productivity in a cyclone prone area.  Betel vine cultivation, 

being very lucrative and suitable to the climatic conditions,  is  the  main  source  of  livelihood.  The 

forceful demolition of this livelihood has generated immense resentment of the people towards the 

state and POSCO. 

 

This case has highlighted that the present development policies are definitely posing a threat to local 

communities in India.  The government is creating more dependency of people on Government 

support 18 by depriving people off their lands and means of livelihood, rather than building self-

sufficiency among the poor and landless.
19 

It is ironical that the government on one hand is acquiring 

land, including agricultural land for industries and SEZs, and on the other hand  making  the  

provision  of  food  and  employment  to  the  poor  an  obligation  of  the state. The tribals and the 

poor are deprived off their land and forests, which are their source of livelihood in the name of 

development.  But  these  very people  who  are  supposed  to  be  the beneficiaries of development, 

are today protesting against this process. 

 

Thus   the   question–what   is   development   and   for   whom   becomes   central   to development 

discourse? Development is necessary but not at the cost of the poor. Only when it  is  inclusive  and  

participatory,  involving  the  poor  and  tribals,  while  protecting  their  land rights, culture and 

traditional beliefs, can there be genuine development. The present neo-liberal regime has created an 

exclusionary process of growth that has  further  marginalized  the  marginalized.  Land  laws  in  

India  have  so  far  protected  the rich farmers and landlords. The RTFCT-LARR, 201320   despite 

several laudable provisions has failed to check land wars across the country.  This has got a push with 

the LARR Amendments in 2014, and 2015. The doctrine of eminent domain continues to haunt the 

poor and weaker sections of the society. Section69 of the Act permits the states to change the 
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purpose for which land has been acquired under “public purpose” clause. Section 70 permits the 

states to transfer land to private companies and individuals.  These empower the states to acquire 

land under “public purpose”.  The scope of this clause needs to be reduced.  Instead  of  building  

self-sufficiency  among  the  poor  and  land  for  food,  the government is creating more dependents 

by depriving people off their lands and means of livelihood.  It  is  ironical  that  the  government  on  

one  hand  is  acquiring  land,  including agricultural land for industries and SEZs, and on the other 

hand making the obligation of the state towards feeding the poor and hungry i.e. the poor are first 

created with a begging bowl and then food is put in that bowl. The marginalized are deprived off 

their land and forests, and livelihoods in the name of development. The very people who are 

supposed to be the beneficiaries of development are protesting against the process, then 

development in questionable. 

 

Industrialization is necessary but not at the cost of grabbing land from the weaker sections of the 

society. It needs to be balanced with agriculture. Only when it is inclusive and participatory, involving 

the poor and tribals while protecting their land rights, culture and traditional beliefs can there be 

genuine development. Therefore,   land acquisition from the  poor  will  push  them  further  into  

poverty,  particularly  in  a  highly  populated  agrarian economy like India, where land performs the 

critical role of providing economic and social security. Such extractive developments, as seen from 

the study, have a devastating effect on the livelihoods and the health of the poor, thus violating their 

right to life. 

 

Therefore  there  is  a  need  to  restructure  development  policies  in  building  up  the capabilities  

of  these  sections  without  threatening  indigenous  socio-cultural  exchanges  and livelihoods.   An   

extractive   capital   centred   development   shall   lead   to   greater   social differentiations  and  

thereby  inequalities  in  the  society.   Finally  development  strategies,  in India,  rather  than  trying  

to  transform  the  village  socio-economies,  need  to  be  more  place- based, and seek to serve 

better the needs and desires of the people seeking to maintain and enhance their way of life. Thus 

development strategies should be “socially embedded” rather than being an  expanding profit  

generating market economy dominated by market  relations. Thus building up the capabilities of the 

poor instead of   grabbing their lands and livelihoods, can bring about equitable growth. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The 21st century with its waves of globalization and 
liberalization, is also witnessing growing tensions
social, economic and cultural, in several parts of the world.  
Ethnicity and nationalism, interethnic conflicts, and 
secessionist movements have been major forces shaping the 
modern world and the structure and stability of contemporary 
states.  In the closing decades of the twentieth century such 
forces and movements have emerged with new intensity.  
Today, this is evident from a wide variety of multiethnic 
situations around the world, particularly in South Asia, Africa, 
Eastern Europe, and Russia. Most states, marked by high level 
of diversities and differences based on race, religion, culture 
are facing the growing threats of ethnicity.  States try to 
resolve this crisis as per their own socio
political setup.  Therefore it becomes all the more important to 
understand the term ethnicity, and the reasons for growing 
ethnic violence and movements of self-assertion.  
 
Ethnicity: Meaning and Causes 
 
The word ‘ethnicity’ comes from the Greek word ‘ethos’, 
meaning nation.  This referred to people or nations not 
converted to Christianity.   
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In modern political usage, it is defined as a ‘collectivity of 
people of a distinct nature in terms of race, descent and 
culture’ (Sharma, 2008, p.9).  Thus an ethnic group 
collectivity having certain shared historicity and common 
attributes such as race, tribe, language, religion, dress, diet etc 
(ibid).  The term ethnic is thus used as a designation of social 
unity based upon common language or dialect, culture,
customs folklore.  Hence it refers to large groups of people 
sharing common traits and customs.  In anthropological 
literature, the term “ethnic group” is generally used to 
designate a population which is biologically self
sharing fundamental cultural values, communication and 
interaction. 
 
Sociologists refer to “ethnic group” means a relatively stable 
socio-cultural group performing several functions, bound 
together by a language, linked to a territory and derived 
actually or allegedly from a system of kinship. Some writers 
regard ethnic groups possessing “primordial affinities and 
attachments”.  According to Paul Brass, “any group of people 
dissimilar from other peoples in terms of objective cultural 
criteria and containing within its member
principle or in practice, the elements of a complete division of 
labor and reproduction forms an ethnic group (Brass, 1991)”.  
Other scholars like T.K. Oommen hold the view in term of 
alienation or migration.  According to Oommen ethnic gro
are people who share a common history, tradition, language 
and life-style, but are uprooted or unattached from their 
homeland (Oommen, 1990).   
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In modern political usage, it is defined as a ‘collectivity of 
people of a distinct nature in terms of race, descent and 
culture’ (Sharma, 2008, p.9).  Thus an ethnic group is a social 
collectivity having certain shared historicity and common 
attributes such as race, tribe, language, religion, dress, diet etc 
(ibid).  The term ethnic is thus used as a designation of social 
unity based upon common language or dialect, culture, 
customs folklore.  Hence it refers to large groups of people 
sharing common traits and customs.  In anthropological 
literature, the term “ethnic group” is generally used to 
designate a population which is biologically self-perpetuating, 
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Urmila Phadnis defines it as “a historically formed aggregate 
of people having a real or imaginary association with a specific 
territory, a shared cluser of beliefs and values connoting its 
distinctiveness in relation to similar groups and recognized by 
others” (Phadnis, 2001). The International Encyclopaedia of 
the Social Science describes an ethnic group as a distinct 
category of population in a large society whose culture is 
usually different from the society own. The members of such a 
group feel themselves, or think that they are bound together by 
common ties of race or nationality or culture. Today, ethnicity 
has become an important tool not only for the mobilization but 
also in the struggle for preserving one‟s political authority, 
territory, natural and material resources. 
 
Changing Perspectives   
     
The over whelming number of multiethnic and multicultural 
states of the world have brought into focus the continuous 
significance of ethnicity in politics and the developmental 
processes of these states.  Most of theories of development 
have looked at claims of ethnicity as sources of tensions, 
impediments to the developmental process and threats to 
nation-building (Huntington, 1971; Wilbert, 1984).  These 
claims are expressions of underdevelopment and that a theory 
of development should imply that emotional solidarities will be 
displaced by rational formations of collective interest (Das 
Gupta, 1988).  Similarly radical as well as Marxist theories of 
development also pay little significance to ethnicity in the 
development process (Bottomore et al, 1983). However, ethnic 
movements and violence have played a decisive role in 
developing as well as developed countries. These upheavals 
have emerged with renewed vigor, particularly after World 
War II.  The earlier stand that modernization along with its 
associated processes like urbanization, economic development, 
education and technological advancements would gradually 
bring down the role of religion, culture and ethnicity in 
politics.  But this has not been so. 
 
Ethnic violence and tensions have in fact grown with 
modernization and affected most societies of the modern 
world.  Many societies which were regarded as citadels of 
integration and unity like the former Soviet Union, 
Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia have totally disintegrated.  Even 
the USA which gave the world the melting pot concept is also 
not devoid of ethnic conflicts.  Western Europe, where such 
problems were thought to have been resolved, has faced 
renewed ethnic militancy as the case of Bretons and Corricons 
in France, Scots and Welsh in Britain, Flemish and Wallcons 
in Belgium, the Basque in Spain , Chechen uprising in Georgia 
and presently again in Spain where Cantonias want to secede 
from Spain,   Even socialist countries with compelling and 
pervasive ideologies like the former Soviet Union, Eastern 
Europe have not been devoid of the effects of ethnic violence.  
Even is facing this as is best seen in the case of Tibet. 
 
Recent ethnic violence have also taken a heavy toll in West 
Asia and Africa, dominated by religious and ethnic minorities.  
West Asia continuous to burn with the ongoing Israeli-
Palestine war where lives are lost every day.  Africa, in recent 
history has faced some of the bloodiest ethnic wars.  Some of 
the burning examples are Nigeria, ethnic animosity of two 
groups in Rawanda, expulsion of Asians from Uganda, 
Ghanaians from Nigeria.  Other countries like Mozambique, 
Zimbabwe, Zaire, Chad and Angola have also have had a spurt 
of ethnic-political conflicts.   

Disastrous conflicts have also been witnessed in Latin America 
and near home in South Asia too. The cultural, religious, 
linguistic and ethnic diversity of South Asia have made this 
region a hot-bed of ethnic violence. Afghanistan, Pakistan, 
Nepal, Sri Lanka and off course India continue to be the folds 
of ethnic violence.  This shall be looked at later on. Thus 
ethnic violence world over are taking a heavy toll on human 
life and recourses.  What are the reasons for this despite the 
winds of modernization blowing everywhere ?  Various 
arguments have emerged. A close examination of these will 
perhaps help us in understanding ethnic demands. 
 
REASONS FOR ETHNIC VIOLENCE 
 
As mentioned earlier, “modernization was expected to scale 
down ethnic violence through progressive integration but on 
the contrary this has been the main factor behind 
marginalization of minority and ethnic communities, 
encouraging violence.  Ethnic conflict are a persistent feature 
of modernity Several thinkers like Gramsci, Marcuse, 
Habermas have argued that in modern societies dominant elites 
through their “hegemony” of ideas have tried to control the 
lives of their citizens resulting in an excessive centralization of 
power and resources on one hand and growing expectations of 
people on the other has given rise to a feeling of alienation of 
individuals and groups.  Others like Habermas have attributed 
the material growth of post industrial societies with the 
advance in science and technology and rationality and decline 
in values (religion) has resulted in ethnic conflicts.  This is 
because ethnic communities have to overcome e an “identify 
crisis” as a result of growing rationalization and 
standardization due to science need to redefine their identify.” 
Another cause linked with modernization is resource 
competition.  This can be both political as well as economical.  
This had led to a struggle for control over these resources by 
ethnic groups and the increase in ethnic conflicts. Thus 
modernization, industrialization and urbanization have led to 
unequal development resulting in regional inequalities.  Areas 
not receiving the benefits of these processes when coincided 
with minority groups led to a revival of mobilizations of these 
groups to address their grievances thus creating ethno 
nationalism.  This is the case in most of the ethnic conflicts in 
India, like Assam, Jammu Kashmir and Punjab.  
 
Another perspective for ethnic violence can be explained by 
the concept of “relative deprivation” given by Ted Gurr in his 
study “Why Men Rebel”.  Relative deprivation is the key to 
collective violence in politics (Gurr, 1980).  This is because 
there is a difference between what people perceive they are 
getting (value capacity) ad what they feel they are entitled to 
get (value expectations).  This difference in perception gives 
rise to conflicts.  Thus the lack of distributive justice, 
differential accessibility to resource and cultural differences 
have been considered the main reason for ethnic strives 
(Sharma, 2008). Another important reason attributed to ethnic 
violence is “cultural deprivation”.  This is associated with a 
feeling of insecurity of ethnic minorities to get lost in a sea of 
majority, where the majority may adopt discriminatory and 
oppressive policies towards the minorities.  The tensions are 
further raised when the state identifies with the majority in the 
creation of a homogenous culture.  It is against this cultural 
homogenization by the dominant groups which is seen as a 
threat to ethnic identities.  As a result ethnic mobilization takes 
place to withstand ad oppose the pressures of the dominant 
groups.  A democracy further provides the impetus to these 
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movements where ethnic groups mobilize themselves against 
the state.  A distinction is made between “outsides” and 
“insiders” where outsiders are treated as foreigners and face 
the wrath of “insiders”.  Assam is a classic example of this 
type of ethnic strives.  Thus ethnic groups are referred to as 
“primordial collectives” where members belonging to one state 
consider members of other states as outsiders (Sharma, 2008). 
 
Ethnicity and Violence in India 
 
A combination of the above factors is seen as the reasons for 
ethnic violence in India. India with a population of nearly 1.25 
billion portrays a unique assimilation of ethnic groups 
displaying varied cultures and religious (2001 census).  It’s this 
religious, linguistic, regional and ethnic complexity that sets 
India apart from other nations (Muni, date unknown).  During 
Independence several felt that India would be unable to 
function as a “cohesive unity” because of these diversities.  
Incredibly, as India became independent, the centripetal forces 
did not loose out, and there has been a gradual 
acknowledgement that India will remain a unity (Gupta, 1995).  
Nehru’s colourful phrase “unity in diversity” became the key 
words.  Thus evolved a composite culture India, which cannot 
be compared either with the melting pot of American society 
or with the multinational state as exemplified by the former 
Soviet Union (ibid, Muni).However, a land of such diversities 
cannot be free from conflicts between forces of unity and 
diversity.  Accepting this Nehru said: 
 
“While on one hand, we the people of India are bound together 
by strong bonds of culture, common objectives, friendship and 
affection, on the other hand , unfortunately, there was inherent 
in India, separatist and disruptive tendencies  .....which made 
India suffer in the past. In preserving its unity , India needed to 
fight communalism , provincialism, separatism, statism and 
casteism”. 
 
The partition of India was regarded as a national tragedy and 
since then no other party has advocated partitions although 
India has experienced a spurt of ethnic tensions since 
independence. The first signs of mass mobilization was evident 
in the 1950s, when language based demands were made on the 
federal government. The creation of unilingual states and 
making Hindi as official language , were the two levels of 
linguistic conflicts.  The anti-Hindi movement was spear 
headed by the the Dravida Kazhagam (Dravidian 
Organization) movement in Tamil Nadu in late 1940s and 
early 1950s when violent protest broke out against the 
adoption of Hindi as the national language by the government 
of India. The movement gave the call for the secession of 
Tamil Nadu from the Union of India on the basis of Tamil 
identity and language. Gradually this spread to other southern 
states taking a toll on life and property.  The controversy 
between Hindi and non-Hindi movements reflected the deep 
concern of a broad coalition of ethnic groups based on the 
argument that a disproportionate developmental advantage 
should not be enjoyed by the five Hindi-speaking states by 
virtue of a monopoly status granted  to Hindi as the official 
language by the federal government( DasGupta, 1988). This 
movement for the first time showed how different language 
identities could combine successfully for a common objective. 
Another mass mobilization also in the 1950s was for unilingual 
states. Although the Congress had agreed for the creation of 
linguists states in the 1920s, Nehru was apprehensive about 
their creation, fearing fragmentation of the nation. However, 

due of intense linguistic feelings, the government conceded   
and  many states were carved out based on languages by the 
State Reorganization Act of 1956. This led to the creation of 
Andhra Pradesh in 1953, Punjab and Gujarat in 1960, Punjab 
and Haryana in 966. Gradually linguistic reorganization was 
no longer regarded as a threat to national unity, rather an 
acceptance of India’s plurality. However, in recent times, 
linguistic identity conflicts again surfaced in the state of 
Maharashtra, where in the name of Marathi pride, there were 
attacks on the helpless and poor Hindi-speaking North Indian 
immigrants from the states of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh.  
Several scholars have argued that language has been a post 
independent phenomena. Vanaik (1990) says linguistic 
ethnicity came into existence in India along with the growth of 
the national movement. He states that “linguistic community as 
a linguistic community did not so much precede the rise of 
nationalist consciousness and nationalist struggle as developd 
along with and through it‟ Vanaik contends that unlike 
religion, linguistic consciousness is never a powerful contender 
for separate nationhood because for most Indians, linguistic 
consciousness co-exists non-antagonistically with national 
consciousness (ibid). T.K. OOmen has furthered this idea 
(Oomen, 1990). While comparing language and religion, he 
argues that language has a greater legitimacy than religion for 
administrative restructuring. This is evident from the fact, that 
further provincial demarcations on finer linguistic took palce in 
the country without threatening the stability and unity of 
Indian nation-state. India should accept and acknowledge 
cultural pluralism and strive to build a multi-cultural society.  
 
However unlike language, religious assertions in the country 
have emerged as a major threat to nation-building as both 
communities possess a mutual distrust since the nationalist 
movement which resurfaces time and again. Noted historian 
Bipin Chandra (Chandra1999) holds that communalism in 
India is a modern phenomenon. It took roots under British 
imperialism and emerged out the British policy of “divide and 
rule”. This along with the creation of separate electorates on 
religious lines sowed the seeds of antagonism and distrust 
between different religious groups particularly, the Hindus and 
the Muslims.  This distrust took a violent turn on 6th 
December, 1992, when a large group of Hindu (activists) 
demolished the 16th-century Babri Masjid in Ayodhya in Uttar 
Pradesh. The demolition occurred after a political rally at the 
site turned violent. As per Hindu belief the city of Ayodhya is 
the birthplace of the Lord Rama. I n the 16th century Mughal 
 general Mir  Baqi, had built a mosque, known as the Babri 
Masjid, at a site considered by some Hindus to be Ram 
Janamabhoomi. the birthplace of Rama. In the 1980s, 
the Vishva Hindu Parishad (VHP) began a campaign for the 
construction of a temple dedicated to Rama at the site.  Several 
rallies and marches were held as a part of this movement, 
including the the December 6th rally.  The rally turned violent, 
and the crowd overwhelmed security forces and tore down the 
mosque. The demolition resulted in several months of 
intercommunal rioting between Hindu and 
Muslim communities, causing the death of at least 2,000 
people.   Another communal riots which shook the nation was 
the Godhra killings on 27th February, 2002, and thereafter 
communal riots across Gujarat, also known as the 2002 Gujarat 
violence. The violence was triggered by the burning of 
Sabamati Express on on 27th February which caused the deaths 
of 58 Hindu pilgrims returning from Ayodhya. Following the 
initial incident there were further outbreaks of violence 
in Ahmedabad and other parts and further outbreaks 
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of communal riots against the minority Muslim population for 
the next year. According to official figures, the riots ended 
with 1,044 dead, 223 missing, and 2,500 injured. Of the dead, 
790 were Muslim and 254 Hindu.  Another communal riot 
which disturbed the tranquillity of the State of Odisha in recent 
times was the Kandhmal riots in 2008 between Hindu activists 
and Christians. The problem of Kandhamal is a deep rooted 
one which had its manifestations in 2008. Major issues in 
Kandhamal that have led to tensions are claims that "The 
Scheduled Caste and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of 
Atrocities) Act" is violated. Such claims include forcible 
occupation of tribal land, fake issuance of tribal certificates, 
illegal building of places of worship (mostly churches) on 
tribal land, religious conversions, and exploiting tribals for 
insurgent activities. This has also resulted in civil unrest and 
communal tensions earlier in 1986, 1994 and 2001. The 
August 2008 violence followed the killing of a VHP leader 
Swami Laxmanananda Saraswati along with four others; three 
fellow leaders of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad and a boy on 23 
August , allegedly by Christians fundamentalists. On 25–28 
August, Hindu mobs angered by the multiple murders of 
Saraswati and others, set fire to many Christian settlements, 
and at least 45 people were killed. As per newspaper reports 
the violence damanged or destroyed an estimated 1,400 
Christian homes and more than 80 places of worship. In 
addition, an estimated 18,500 Christians were forced to flee 
their villages to refugee camps "after their houses were 
attacked by rampaging mobs."  These riots declared as a” 
shame” by former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, have left 
deep  wounds which have not yet healed. 
 
Another ethnic conflicts which have threatened national 
security have been the ethno-national conflicts acquiring a 
nativist colour. These conflicts have emerged with the 
transformation of ethnic groups into nationalities and their 
demand for autonomous governance or even secession as 
sovereign nation states. For e.g. the secessionist movement in 
Kashmir, the Khalistan movement by Sikhs in Punjab in 1970s 
and 1980s for a separate homeland, Assam crisisin the 80s and 
the Naga movement in North-East India.  In case of Punjab, 
the conflict initially  had a linguistic content in its early phase            
(mid-1960s). In the 70s and 80s it turned into a rivalry between 
competing  sects, the Nirankaris and the Akalis. To this was 
added the tensions between Hindu Punjabis and Sikhs. Againt 
this setup their was an economic slowdown, growing 
unemployment and increased migration of the Sikhs, 
particularly the youth. The youth was a disillusioned one. They 
fell easy prey to the separatist movement in the 80s. There was 
a demand for secession and creation of an independent state of 
Khalistan.  The Punjab crisis witnessed Operation Bluestar by 
Mrs. Gandhi, to flush out terrorists holed up in the Golden 
Temple, Amritsar, leading the assignation of Mrs. Gandhi in 
1984, followed by a bloodbath where Silks were murdered and 
killed. These tensions were quietened in 1985 by the Rajiv-
Longowal Accord.  The elements of Punjab crisis is also 
reflected in the Kashmir conflict, where the initial movement 
was for the State’s economic and political neglect which has 
now taken  religious  overtones.  Islamic fundamentalists being 
trained in Pakistan have infiltrated the valley and spreading 
violence and the independence of Kashmir from India. 
Violence continues to range in the valley damaging life and 
property in the name of azaadi. The earlier concept of Kashmir 
identity as Kashmiriat, has been replaced by communal 
confrontation.  

Further, the ethnic conflicts in Assam which has claimed a 
number of lives has endangered national security and unity. 
Like in other parts of the north-east, ethnic conflict in Assam  
is  decades old, but has increased in frequency since the late 
1970s. It was nativist in character and the initial thrust  was 
directed to throw out 'foreigners' and  targeted more generally 
against all non-Assamese people , gripped the state from 1979 
to 1985 . The “sons of soil” concept demanded economic 
opportunities over those who migrated to the province from 
other parts of India. Another factors that gave the agitation 
ground support was the large-scale influx from Bangladesh, 
particularly after 1971. The Muslim population of Assam rose 
77% between 1971 and 1991, whereas the Hindu population 
rose about 42% during the same period.  This conflict took a 
violent turn under the leadership of the Bodos and the United 
Liberation Front of Assam (ULFA). The violence has subsided 
with the signing of the Assam Accord in 1985. 
 
Tribal Identities and Growing Assertions  
 
In the discussion above , most of the ethnic conflicts are based 
on linguistic, religious and nativist identities. However, 
another ethnic conflict is centred around tribal identities, where 
they have been the most neglected and marginalized. The 
exploitation and deprivations they faced under the British was 
continued in independent India.They had risen against the 
British when they were forcibly evicted from their traditional 
land for mineral and forest resources. This exploitative 
development and displacement from forests and traditional 
lands, threatening their livelihoods, has caused huge 
disaffection among them. This has led to a resurgence of tribal 
identities across India.  Dispossession of land through eminent 
domain was a feature of colonial rule, followed by post 
colonial India  and now a neo-liberal economy, since the 
economic reforms after 1991. The process had resulted in 
widespread dissent where tribal communities are fighting the 
forces of neo-liberal agents to safeguard their livelihood. This 
collective action is also termed as ‘new social movements,( 
Cohen,1985; Melucci,1980;Touraine, 1981) where the tribes 
are engaged in armed rebellion against the state as a direct 
consequence of their oppression, displacement, poverty and 
anger against their cultural erosion under the hegemony of the 
dominant neo-liberal strategies. The recent case of the 
Dongaria kondhas, a particularly vulnerable tribal group 
(PVTGs) of Lanjigarh in Kalahandi district of Odisha,  who 
resisted bauxite mining by Vedanta, a multinational 
corporation,  from the Niyamgiri hills, their sacred home has 
been a landmark movement of tribal assertions.  This was 
upheld by the 2012 Supreme Court decision, which has 
stopped all mining rights of Vedanta from the hills. 
 

Conclusion 
 
The above discussion has highlighted on various ethnic 
conflicts in a multiethnic and plural society like India. These 
have further the doubts of several minds, particularly Western 
scholars that have always had speculations as to how long 
Indian unity will hold (Gupta, 1990).  Despite, the eruptions of 
violence, the Indian State has responded to the crisis, 
safeguarding the unity of the nation-state. Paul Brass (Brass, 
1992) has highlighted on the the response of Indian state to 
ethnic tension in India. Indian state’s response to ethnicity has 
been a mixed one. Overall, Paul Brass highlights the following 
responses of the Indian State: a) all demands short of secession 
have been allowed full expression, but secessionist demands 
have been out-rightly rejected; b) regional demands based on 
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language/culture have been accommodated, but those based on 
religious differences have not been accepted; c) an ethnic 
demand has only been accepted when there is a broad-based 
popular demand for it and d) views of other affected groups 
involved in the dispute have also been taken into consideration 
in arriving at any conclusion. Thus  India despite its  diversity 
has been successful in keeping the divisive forces within the 
boundaries  thus maintaining  its  democracy while allowing 
voices of dissent. These voices of dissent can be minimized 
through a   balanced, inclusive economic development, 
safeguarding the interests and identities  of ethnic groups.  
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Globalization is one of the most controversial topics of the twenty-first century. It can be broadly 
defined as the “widening, deepening and speeding up of world-wide interconnectedness in all 
aspects of social life” However, it is economic globalization which lies at the heart of the broader 
meaning of globalization. Economic globalization can be traced to the development of a regional 
international market in Europe as foreign trade grew following the commercialization of 
agriculture, the rise of capitalism and its penetration from the economic core to the regional 
economies of the periphery around the world. However, contemporary globalization burst on the 
world scene with the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 and has since dominated academic 
debates as a determinative of humanity’s future. The supporters of globalization like Friedman, 
Fukuyama, Gilpen and Ohmae argue that globalization has made a monumental break in history, 
by elevating the market to a dominant position in human affairs. As a result, the state, takes a 
backseat, while the market moves the world towards economic prosperity. However, critics like 
Stiglitz, Chomsky, Klein argue that the profit-driven approach of globalization will result in the 
exploitation of less developed countries (LDC) and damage to the environment. Thus 
contemporary economic globalization whether good or bad, is undoubtedly of immense 
importance, under which the international economy has integrated as never before. In this process 
the state continues to remain central and its role to promote equitable growth, involving all 
sections of the society becomes even more crucial.   State intervention is further required not only 
in supporting emerging market but also for building up basic socio-economic capabilities and 
infrastructure like health and education. Therefore the state and market need to work together to 
ensure just growth. It is in this direction this paper attempts to examine globalization in India and 
its impact on economic growth and equity with reference to forceful land acquisitions in the 
country in the name of development. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Inequality in various realms –economic, political, and social – 
appears to be an enduring feature of human societies. The  
world today has witnessed several challenges to extreme forms 
of inequality for example, democratization movements have 
challenged dictatorship and various forms of  political 
exclusion; movements have campaigned against economic 
inequality, strongly highlighting on living wage and social 
protection and social exclusion of various groups. While all 
forms of inequality have persisted, particularly in developing 
countries, analysts argue that this is through the processes of 
corporate globalization. 
 
GLOBALIZATION: A CONCEPTUALIZATION 
 

Globalization is one of the most controversial topics of the  
twenty-first century.   
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There is no generally accepted definitions of globalization and 
most concentrate on the economic components. An exception  
is that of James Rosenau who says: “ Globalization is a label 
that is in vogue to account for peoples, activities, norms, ideas, 
goods, services and currencies that are decreasingly confined 
to a particular geographic space and its local and established 
practices( Rosenau, 1997:360). It can be broadly defined as the 
“widening, deepening and speeding up of world-wide 
interconnectedness in all aspects of social life” However, it is 
economic globalization which lies at the heart of the broader 
meaning of globalization. Economic globalization can be 
traced to the development of a regional international market in 
Europe as foreign trade grew following the commercialization 
of agriculture, the rise of capitalism and its penetration from 
the economic core to the regional economies of the periphery 
around the world. However, contemporary globalization burst 
on the world scene with the collapse of the Soviet Union in 
1991 and has since dominated academic debates as a 
determinative of humanity’s future. 
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The supporters of globalization like Friedman, Fukuyama, 
Gilpen and Ohmae argue that globalization has made a 
monumental break in history, by elevating the market to a 
dominant position in human affairs. As a result, the state, takes 
a backseat, while the market moves the world towards 
economic prosperity. However, critics like Stiglitz, Chomsky, 
Klein argue that the profit-driven approach of globalization 
will result in the exploitation of less developed countries 
(LDC) and damage to the environment. Thus contemporary 
economic globalization whether good or bad, is undoubtedly 
of immense importance, under which the international 
economy has integrated as never before. Thus, globalization is 
simply modernization writ large. As Giddens(1990:63) 
describes,  “modernity is inherently globalization”. Infact the 
triumph of globalization represents the defeat of pro-socialist 
dependency theory (refer Cardoso and Faletto,1978;  
Amin,1974), which had risen  to challenge modernization 
theories. The critiques of globalization strongly echo 
dependency’s attack on modernization.  However, this is an 
impractical prescription, which has few takers, globalization 
provides a possible redemption for less developed countries 
(LDCs), where the tremendous pressure to industrialize by 
local effort is reduced. Today, China is able to rely heavily on 
foreign direct investments (FDI) for investment instead of 
imposing heavy taxation on the people. 
 
GLOBALIZATION AND LESS DEVELOPED 
COUNTRIES ( LDCs) 
 
Since developed countries are the regime –makers in respect of 
globalization and also they have the national capacity to cope 
with the stresses and strains that may be generated by 
globalization, attention is therefore focussed on LDCs. 
 
LDC have traditionally confronted two main constraints:  
 

 The capital constraint (because of little or no savings 
for investment) 

 
 The foreign exchange constraint (which hinders 

obtaining capital goods from abroad for 
industrialization). Added to this is a third constraint –
the market constraint for goods produced on a mass 
scale by modern factories would have few customers in 
view of the subsistence –level living standards 
prevailing in the local economy. Globalization now 
provides the opportunity to overcome these 
opportunities to overcome these constraints through 
capital flows and markets for the new exports. 
Analytically, the internal structure of a country 
constitutes of three components, namely the state, 
economy and society. One can take the arrangement of 
the three as the three parts of a triangle with the state as 
the apex, while the economy and society occupy the 
other two vertices at the base. The triangle represents 
the LDCs inside a circle which represents the world 
economy. All the three vertices are interrelated where 
globalization has a direct effect ( Nayar, 2014:20) .  

 
 This has led to four hypotheses that can be taken to 
represent the position of the critics. 
 

 If there is globalization, then there is a consequence , in 
relation to the world economy and the interstate system, 
the loss of national autonomy in the areas of the state , 

economy and society. With the elevation of the market, 
the resultant weakening of the state will render it 
vulnerable to external pressures. The entry of MNCs 
will lead to loss of economic sovereignty while the 
cultural hegemony of the advanced countries will result 
in loss of cultural autonomy in favour of a 
homogenized culture. 

 Globalization will lead to retrenchment of the state in 
favour of the market.  

 In regard to society, globalization will result in the 
immiserization of the population as it will add to the 
growing numbers of those living in poverty and 
unemployment, as a result of deepening inequalities 
between upper and lower class, and regions, resulting in 
heightened social tensions and conflict.  

 Regarding state, as its authority is weakened, the 
globalization-driven development will intensify 
discontent among sub-national and other groups placing 
it under strain resulting in instability and turmoil, 
erosion of democracy and shift to authoritarianism. 

 
Nayar has argued that states like Japan in the 19th century, 
China, former Soviet Union and India felt compelled to take 
such a recourse for reasons of promoting mass welfare. But 
this forced-paced development has resulted in tremendous 
sacrifices by the population in terms of economic deprivation 
and human life. Both modernization and globalization have led 
the transformation and overthrow of traditional values and 
cultures which is heart-wrenching and a psychologically 
traumatic experience, hence the violent opposition from 
traditional and vulnerable sections of society. This process of 
development and conflict is evident in the case of India today.  
 
GLOBALIZATION AND ITS IMPACT ON INDIA WITH 
REFERENCE TO FORCEFUL LAND ACQUISITIONS 
  
India, today, has emerged as one of the fastest growing 
economies. However, its growth is being questioned. Despite a 
high GDP(gross domestic product) rate, India, continues to fail  
in  human development indices. Since the 1990s there has been 
a shift from its Nehruvian socialist roots towards a neoliberal 
state where the State and business groups have solidified their 
political and economic alliance and observers have 
characterized India as “India incorporated” (Kohli,2012:3).  
Kohli argues that it is this alliance between the State and big 
business set in motion by the neo-liberal policies which is 
responsible both for releasing economic dynamism and for 
limiting the spread of its resulting gains. Several groups feel 
further alienated and marginalized from this developmental 
process. 
 
Agriculture has taken a beating and its contribution to the GDP 
has gone down although agriculture and allied activities 
employ nearly 60% of the population, its contribution to 
India’s GDP is less than 20%. It will shrink further, as there is 
a mass movement from rural to urban India (Corbridge, 
2009:21). A pro-business model of development, has definitely 
led to growth acceleration, but has been “accompanied by 
growing economic inequalities, where the poor have not 
shared proportionately in the economic gains” ( Kohli, 2012). 
Access to land and conflicts over its acquisition by the State 
for “development” purposes has acquired central stage in the 
development processes set in motion by neo-liberal policies in 
India.  
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This has led to growing state-society conflicts across the 
country and also the marginalization and alienation of local 
communities which look at the state as a threat. The state-led 
development policies have therefore raised the question of 
land rights and ownership, particularly among the landless 
who do not possess land but have drawn their livelihoods and 
sustenance from it for long. Large scale land acquisition for 
industries, special economic zones( SEZs), IT sectors, real 
estate have not only challenged the agricultural growth but 
also the poor, who face the threat of loosing their lands and 
their livlihoods to business groups in the name of 
“development”. There are studies recognizing that the changes 
brought about by neo-liberal global policies have also resulted 
in the growing self assertion of communities facing the brunt 
of the market-driven development process (Shah, 2002). 
Debates on development in developing countries have, 
however, paid less attention to these conflicts related to 
struggles of the people affected by the larger development 
strategies of the state, and the situation in India in this regard is 
no different. Land acquisition by the state for various 
“development programmes” has in fact become the bone of 
contention between local communities and the state, 
particularly where these communities derive their livelihoods 
from the land being acquired. Therefore, the viability of these 
schemes which make the people landless and dependent on the 
government or industrial houses is being raised.. Therefore, the 
question arises whether this growth is benefiting all sections of 
the society or is it encouraging disparities in the society? Is it 
the right direction the country is moving towards? 
 
Access to land and conflicts over its acquisition by the State 
for “development” purposes has acquired central stage in the 
development processes set in motion by neo-liberal policies in 
India. This has led to growing state-society conflicts across the 
country and also the marginalization and alienation of local 
communities which look at the state as a threat. The state-led 
development policies have therefore raised the question of 
land rights and ownership, particularly among the landless 
who do not possess land but have drawn their livelihoods and 
sustenance from it for long. Large scale land acquisition for 
industries, special economic zones (SEZs), IT sectors, real 
estate have not only challenged the agricultural growth but 
also the poor, who face the threat of loosing their lands and 
their livlihoods to business groups in the name of 
“development”. There are studies recognizing that the changes 
brought about by neo-liberal global policies have also resulted 
in the growing self assertion of communities facing the brunt 
of the market-driven development process (Shah, 2002). 
Debates on development in developing countries have, 
however, paid less attention to these conflicts related to 
struggles of the people affected by the larger development 
strategies of the state, and the situation in India in this regard is 
no different. Land acquisition by the state for various 
“development programmes” has in fact become the bone of 
contention between local communities and the state, 
particularly where these communities derive their livelihoods 
from the land being acquired. Therefore, in India, land 
dispossession today, is   increasingly for privatized industrial, 
infrastructural, real estate projects which a ‘corporate” state is 
indulging on. There is a sharp contrast to land dispossession 
after independence for state-led projects to land dispossession 
for private projects at present under a neo-liberal growth 
model. This has led to growing state-society conflicts across 
India, resulting in the closure of several projects like POSCO 
in Jagatsingpur district.  POSCO, a South Korean iron and 

steel giant,  is  believed to be the largest FDI in the country 
with US $12 billion, signed a MoU with the Government of 
Odisha in 2005 (MoU,2005). Another case is that of London-
based  Vedanta Aluminium Limited(VAL) which faced stiff 
opposition in Kalahandi district for mining bauxite from 
Niyamgiri hills, the home of a particularly vulnerable tribal 
group(PVTG), the Dongorias, at Langigarh;. The Supreme 
Court ruling in 2012, has denied permission to Vedanta from   
mining on the hills.  The Nandigram resistance in 2007 where 
14 people were killed, and Kalinganagar killing of 12 tribals 
protesting against Tata are other examples of local resistance. 
This also raised the question of customary rights, particularly 
among the landless and tribals who do not possess land records 
but have drawn their livelihoods and sustenance from it for 
long. Further, in India, as a result of the land grab, there is a 
gradual decline of the contribution of agriculture to the GDP 
compared to industry and services. The focus of reforms today, 
is on non-agricultural economy which is responsible for the 
increasing pauperization of the rural poor particularly small 
farmers. When agriculture is being sidelined for industry, there 
is bound to be increasing poverty related to land and food 
insecurity.  
 
Thus, India, despite an economic robustness for two decades, 
still is one of the poorest countries. India has been climbing up 
the ladder of per capita income while slipping down the slopes 
of social indicators (Dreze and Sen, 2013:8). Today, the much 
poorer economy of Bangladesh has caught up and overtaken 
India in terms of many social indicators (including life 
expectancy, immunization of children, infant mortality rate, 
child undernourishment and girl schooling (ibid). The  human 
development approaches as reflected in the works of Amartya 
Sen (Sen, 1985, 1992), Mahbub ul Haq 1992 and the Human 
Development Reports of the UNDP call  for enhanced 
dimensions of human development like health, education, 
infant mortality rates, life expectancy etc as essential features 
of growth. Economic growth has to be integrated with human 
development. Hence land rights remain at the centre of a 
rapidly changing economy across India and needs to be 
strengthened so as to help the poor rather than making them 
poorer in the light of the present land grab rush. Therefore it 
becomes important in a neo-liberal economy like India, where 
the Land Acquisition Resettlement and Rehabilitation,  
Ordinance 2015 was  being pushed by the Modi government, 
and was withdrawn on August 31,2015 due to mounting 
resistance by farmers across the country.  It is on these lines of 
argument that the Right to Fair Compensation and 
Transparancy in  Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and  
Resettlement  Act(RTFCAT-LARR, 2013) and  Ordinance 
2015  need to be  urgently  examined  to check ‘land grabs’  
from the poor and vulnerable sections of the society inorder to 
bring about inclusive  growth in the country.  
 
Conclusion 
  
Thus in conclusion, it can be said that the present neo-liberal 
growth model in India under the impact of corporate 
globalization has increased the rich-poor divide. While under 
the Nehruvian model dispossession of land was for public 
purposes (eg. irrigation, industrialization by public sector) , the 
present neo-liberal regime has created an exclusionary process 
of growth that has further marginalized the marginalized. Land 
laws in India have so far protected the rich farmers and 
landlords. The RTFCT-LARR, 2013 despite several laudable 
provisions has failed to check land wars across the country. 
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This has got a push with the LARR Amendments in 2014 and 
2015. Thus, instead of building self-sufficiency among the 
poor and land for food, the government is creating more 
dependents by depriving people off their lands and means of 
livelihood. The marginalized are deprived off their land and 
forests, and livelihoods in the name of development. But the 
very people who are supposed to be the beneficiaries of 
development are protesting against the process, then 
development in questionable. Only when it is inclusive and 
participatory, involving the poor and tribals, while protecting 
their land rights, culture and traditional beliefs can there be 
genuine development. In this process the state continues to 
remain central and its role to promote equitable growth, 
involving all sections of the society becomes even more 
crucial.   State intervention is further required not only in 
supporting emerging market but also for building up basic 
socio-economic capabilities and infrastructure like health and 
education. Therefore the state and market need to work 
together to ensure just growth and reduce economic inequality 
which has persisted and even increased in contemporary 
societies. 
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ABSTRACT 

The backbone of the predominant model for political violence in the modern world rests on 

terrorism incited in the name of religion. There can be different ways of comprehending terrorism 

and terrorist activities, and this very task of reflecting our understanding and interpretation of 

terrorism is done primarily by society. In other words, the idea of terrorism is conceptualized and 

constructed by the people and reflected by the media in its language. A Gandhian Satyagrahi’s chief 
forte is that there is something of God in every individual and that appeal can be made to the divine 

in man through love and conscious self-suffering. Gandhism, as a universal ideology holds that the 

need today is not one religion, but mutual respect and tolerance of the devotees of different 

religions. Gandhi was also opposed to conversion from one religion to another, especially when it 

took the form of mass conversions and proselytism, i.e., primarily for the sake of material ends. The 

present paper seeks to understand how secularism yields an understanding of spirituality and how 

and why spiritual terrorism is most widespread among certain repressive societies who object 

reforms and other expressions of dissent considering violence as the only way to completely 

reconfigure the social order to establish a spirit of peace which is in harmony with their faith. Against 

this backdrop, the paper also analyses how the Gandhian philosophy can be used to understand the 

nexus between secularism, terrorism and the spirit of peace in the contemporary global scenario.  

 

KEYWORDS: Terrorism, Secularism, Spirit of Peace, Gandhian Perspective 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Peace on earth today is deluding even with all the weapons of mass destruction and the technical 

know-how to reach the outer space. Mighty nations of the world also find themselves in the shackles 

of insecurity. For instance, cases of aggressive behavior by big powers like the Chinese aggression in 

the South China Sea, North Korea’s unauthorized nuclear weapons programme, Pakistan’s intrusive 
and insurgency efforts into India, frequently emerging mass civil unrest in most of the parts of 
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Middle-East and Africa are some examples of how possession of weapons generate more insecurity 

today than security. Further, the global phenomenon of terrorism and religious fanaticism has made 

us realize that international and global peace is not dependent on the deadly weapons we, as 

nations, possess (Vijayam 2004: 71). The spirit of peace lies in the ability of the nations to build 

strong international and regional relations with each other. Hence, the need for the hour is to look 

for an alternative to violence, and the solution naturally lies in the Gandhian methods of peace and 

non-violence. 

 

Non-violence, for Gandhi, was not merely a philosophy rather a plan of action to be applied on a 

collective level to be treated as a potent weapon in the hands of the common masses striving for 

national liberation. In other words, non-violence was a means to achieve the ultimate end of 

discovering the truth. The truth could not be discovered, according to Gandhi, without a firm 

conviction based on the participation of the body and mind resulting in a change in the whole way of 

life and consciousness while remaining closer to nature. In brief, the identification of the individual 

self with the whole cosmos while subsequently retaining the individuality constituted the idea of 

‘non-violence’. Religion here plays a significant role in propelling the individual to continually strive 
to refine his/her thoughts, action and behavior, thus working towards one’s spiritual development 
and the refinement of inner-self (Xaxa & Mahakul 2009: 47). 

 

In the twenty-first century, the perverted ideology of terrorism is quickly attracting young youth to 

various terrorist organizations of the world, including the Islamic State that relies heavily on the thrill 

of violence, the seduction of sex and an assurance of a meaningful life as a Jihadi
1
. Besides 

expressing anger over perceived injustices to the religious and ethnic minorities by the majority 

community, most of the terrorists take immediately satisfying radical steps to obtain meaning 

through self-sacrifice, an eagerness to die for an incomprehensible millenarian cause (Chanda, 2015). 

However, the backbone of the predominant model for political violence in the modern world rests 

on terrorism incited in the name of religion. The present paper is thus an attempt to understand 

violence, terrorism and its nexus with religion and the spirit of peace from a Gandhian perspective. 

 

The role and the activities of the Indian anarchists and Hindu militant nationalists who saw violence 

as the only solution to break the British rule in India, according to Juergensmeyer, a Professor of 

Sociology, played a significant role in sharpening Gandhi’s views about violent struggle. Gandhi 
challenged the logic of the militant nationalists on the grounds of political realism apprehending that 

the methods the militants used for sporadic acts of terrorism and guerilla warfare against the British 

military would become part of India’s national character. Gandhi has sketched out a non-violent 

approach, in his book Hind Swaraj, beginning with an example of the nature of the conflict. He 

always insisted on looking at the real cause of conflict rather than on a specific clash between 

individuals. Since for Gandhi, every conflict was a contestation at two levels, i.e., between persons 

and between principles. Moreover, behind every fighter was the more significant issue and every 

fight was on some level, an encounter between differing ‘angles of vision’ illuminating the same 
truth (Juergensmeyer 2007: 31-32). 

 

GANDHI, SECULARISM AND HUMAN LIFE 

Gandhi’s philosophy of life was based on a secular ideology, which he defined as ‘Sarvadharma 
Sambhav’ meaning equal respect for all faiths. Religion is a way of life since it binds people together 
by inculcating the values of equality, brotherhood and virtues of toleration. Considering religion as 

one’s concern, Gandhi believed in the non-interference of the state in the religious matters of the 
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individuals. Further, linking secularism to a way of life, Gandhi maintained that ‘love of truth is the 
love of God’ and that ‘service to mankind is service to God’. In other words, Gandhi believed that an 
individual’s religion must be expressed in ‘service to the helpless’.  
 

However, given the contemporary trends in international terrorism, it can be rightly said that term 

terrorism is an ideologically contested and emotionally charged concept, where some refuse to use it 

considering it either hopelessly vague or carrying unhelpful pejorative implications. However, 

terrorism sometimes tends to be used as a political tool, a means of determining the legitimacy, or 

illegitimacy of a group or a political movement under consideration. This raises questions about the 

very nature of terrorism as to whether it is an evil in itself and beyond any moral justification 

(Heywood 2011: 285).  

 

For instance, those who say that Islamic jihad was merely for the defence of the ‘homeland of Islam’ 
weaken the greatness of the Islamic way of life and consider it less significant than their ‘homeland’. 
The case of defence of the ‘homeland of Islam’ means the defence of Islamic beliefs, the Islamic way 
of life and the Islamic community. This, however, does not seem to be the ultimate objective of the 

Islamic movement of jihad. Instead, it is a means to establish the Divine authority within, making it 

the headquarters for the movement of Islam to be carried out throughout the world (Derian 2012: 

207). Gandhi was both a reformer as well as a revolutionary, for he never compromised with 

anything that he thought was bad, immoral or evil in any form. He, however, was always of the 

opinion that by terrorizing the minds of the people, no objectives can be achieved, whether good or 

bad, divine or evil.  

 

Being secular for Gandhi meant doing good of all. However, he was always disappointed at the fact 

that the degeneration of India’s democratic fabric has created chaos in every walk of life, resulting in 
frustration in every avenue of social effort. These undesirable conditions, according to Gandhi, are 

getting manifested in forms of increasing militancy, terrorism, communal and other riots resulting in 

balkanizing the country and weakening the hold of the government on the masses. Violence and 

frustration among the masses erupt when the state acquires the license to waste scarce resources 

with a profit motive. Even more disappointing is the fact that around 58 per cent of the Indian 

population still lives below the poverty line, and the number of educated unemployed has risen to 

millions. Had Gandhi been alive, he would not have allowed India to spend extensively towards the 

stockpiling of arms. He also would not have allowed the evils in the democracy to grow unabated 

seeking into every fibre of our political life. Non-violence was his cardinal philosophy and service to 

humanity, his religion (Mathur 1989: 52-53). 

 

Again, while the mainstream approaches view terrorism as an attack on civilized or humanitarian 

values, certain radical scholars argue that terrorism and other forms of political violence may 

advance the very cause of political justice countering other more widespread forms of violence or 

abuse, implying that they are justifiable (Heywood 2011: 285). Gandhi, however, strove to build a 

secular society free from any religious interference, especially in the matters of the state. 

Considering religion as a personal matter, he believed that the reason why the term ‘secularism’ was 
not frequently used in the pre-independent India was that Indian nationalism was mostly secular 

during those days. In other words, India never wanted partition of the country on religious grounds 

(Vijayam 2004:72). Perhaps this was the reason why an overwhelming majority of Muslims opted to 

stay back in India even after the brutal phase of partition. 
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GANDHI, PEACE EDUCATION AND VIOLENCE 

In the contemporary age of atomic power with the deadliest weapons of mass destruction, the 

future of humanity does not depend on any further production of deadly weapons rather depends 

entirely on building an alternative to violence. That, according to the Gandhian perspective is, a non-

violent resistance since Gandhi always opined that weapons cannot bring peace and that peace is 

possible only through dialogue and goodwill (Vijayam 2004: 72). 

 

The adoption of goodwill and moral means for the realization of the ultimate end of life, according to 

Gandhi, requires ‘self-purification’ and one of its chief elements is Ahimsa (Non-violence). Ahimsa, 

for him, meant avoiding injury in thought, word or deed, to anything on earth. In brief, it means love 

for all creations of God and to work selflessly for the good of his fellow beings, something that would 

ultimately result in the overall development of human society. The performance of such a moral role 

by any individual, according to Gandhi, primarily rests on and is influenced by education as received 

by the individual during his/her formative years. Gandhi, therefore, prescribed for a specific scheme 

of education known as the ‘Nayi Talim’ meaning new education wherein every child ought to be 
educated and trained for the realization of his/her noble goals in life and also strive for just social 

order (Xaxa & Mahakul 2009:42-43).  

 

Although not a philosopher in a specialized sense, Gandhi’s philosophical affirmations through his 
insights into aspects such as ahimsa, satyagraha, swadeshi, peace and truth are nothing less than his 

reflections on peace education that have more value than the mainstream ‘academic’ philosophy, 
although his formulations of peace education reflect his commitment to the absolute ideals of 

ahimsa (non-violence) and satya (truth), they are mainly shaped by his changing and conflicted 

reactions to the specific yet contextualized structures of a British colonial education. For Gandhi, 

these influences had socialized ‘modern’ Indians to adopt western models and subsequently to look 

down upon their own traditional Hindu and other Indian values. The real goal of education, for 

Gandhi, was liberation, in so far as, it provides a means for serving the needs of others, liberates 

oneself from all forms of servitude and domination, and leads to one’s ethical and spiritual 
liberation. Thus, one of the significant contributions of Gandhi is towards peace education since his 

scheme of education mainly rests on simple living and the development of non-violent relations that 

result in the integrated training of body, mind and spirit. This approach to life through peace 

education would suffice to shun any form of violence in contemporary society (Allen 2007: 290-294). 

 

The relevance of his peace education lies in his multi-dimensional analyses of the nature of violence 

along with the structural violence of the status quo. For instance, he believes that educational 

violence (violence emanating from the way the model of the education system is structured) cannot 

be separated from linguistic, economic, psychological and other forms of violence. The way the 

British colonial education in India structured the values and goals of the educational model, to a 

great extent, inflicted severe psychological and cultural violence on colonized Indians. Similarly, 

while identifying violence with human-caused oppression, exploitation, injustice and suffering, 

Gandhi acts as a catalyst for rethinking our views on terrorism and violence. As such, one of the most 

significant contributions of Gandhi’s approach to violence is to understand the multi-dimensional 

structures of the violence of status quo by analyzing how modern education has ‘commodified’ 
students as a means to some corporate end. Thus, making education an attempt to increase their 

market-driven exchange value. Gandhian peace education, on the other hand, can teach us to 

empathize with others by moulding our language and practising non-violent interventions that can 

break escalating causal cycles of violence that are on the brink of explosion (Allen 2007: 297-298). 
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GANDHI VS TERRORISM  

Terrorism in the name of religion is one of the most predominant models of global political violence, 

and it rests on a strong belief that an ‘other-worldly’ power has ordered or instead sanctioned 

terrorist violence for preserving the glory of God. In this use, the use of violence is a form of 

communication, especially when other possible forms of communications fail.  

 

Rejecting the notion that the goal justifies the means, Gandhi staunchly argued that since the ends 

and the means were ultimately the same, if we fight violently, we would establish a pattern of 

violence that would be part of any solution to the conflict, no matter how noble the cause may be. 

For instance, he once asked ‘if terrorists were successful in ousting the British from India, then who 

will rule in their place?’ He answered that it would be the ones who had killed in order to liberate 
India and that ‘India can gain nothing from the rule of murderers’2

. However, Gandhi was obvious in 

concluding that ‘Heroic violence is less sinful than cowardly non-violence’3
. In other words, he 

believed that inaction at a time of conflagration is inexcusable and that since cowardice is beneath 

contempt, fighting it is non-violent. What can be derived from this is a Gandhian justification of an 

act of violence to halt an act of terrorism (Juergensmeyer 2007: 33-34). 

 

CONCLUSION 

Terrorism for Gandhi was more of a body of ideas which necessitated a thorough examination in 

order to understand the attitude of those who carry out terrorist activities. Terrorists, according to 

him, were not to be left free but were to be treated as misguided soldiers rather than monsters. The 

leading cause of terrorist activities was not a religion but the ideology that succeeds in garnering the 

support of a large chunk of masses and thereby misleading them to believe in other-worldly desires 

even after death. In precise, Gandhi believed in confronting the issues/ ideas behind terrorism by 

alleviating the conditions that inspired and motivated actors to act in inappropriate and badly 

chosen ways. Similarly, he was against any violent posture adopted by the state that very often 

turned out to be coercive, and thus he was often termed as an anarchist. In short, proclaiming a ‘war 
on terror’ was tantamount to another form of terrorism.  
Although Gandhi would not expect the state to negotiate with difficult, violent extremists, he 

wanted the state to be aware of the strength/ potential of public support in confronting the cause of 

terrorism. By applying Gandhian philosophy to understanding contemporary international terrorism, 

one may conclude that the spirit of peace can be established partly by acknowledging the dreams of 

several traditional Muslims in West Asia to be free from any American or European domination and 

also by establishing the moral character of a society that respects people of diverse cultures and is 

democratically governed.  

 

ENDNOTES 

  
1The term ‘jihad’ is an Arabic word which occurs nearly forty-one times in the Koran and which 

means “to endeavour, to strive, to struggle” in an effort towards a commendable aim. In a religious 
context, jihad can mean the struggle against personal sin or evil inclinations, efforts to improve 

society morally, or the act of spreading Islam in general (peacefully or by force). 
2
Views of Gandhi on the acts of terrorism and violence as depicted in Gandhi in London, quoted in 

Hunt, Indian Sociologist, September 1909, p.134. 
3
As interpreted from the work of Gandhi titled Collected Works, Vol. 51, p. 17. 
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